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sEcTtoN I

INTRODUCTION

GENERAT

TIME-a very complex subject. Man has been interested since his beginning in the measurement
and use of time. Early time measurement systems invotved counting ihe nu-ber of days in terms
of sunrises, sunsets, or moons. Later, the day was divided into smlller increments by using the
sundial, hourglass, candles, lengths of rope, etc. With the discovery of the pendulum, even smal-
ler increments were used and clocks were born. The accuracy of early clocks was around 1 part
in 1S to 1 part in 10.

As more accurate clocks were produced, new uses of time measurement were explored. As new
uses were discovered, the need for even more accurate clocks became apparent.

Currently the state-of-the-art in atomic frequency standards has attained an accuracy of 2 parts
in 1013 in the laboratory. Today the specified accuracy in commercially available atomic ciocks
has reached +7 parts in 1012. This unprecedented commercial accuracy is equivalent to a gain or
loss of 1 second in a minimum of 4530 years. Currently, timekeeping consists of mainiaining
clocks within fractions of microseconds of each other, whereas forty years ago, people were
concerned about milliseconds at best. This need to maintain clock systems within iractions
of a microsecond is shared by numerous applications spanning international boundaries.
Worldwide applications cause strong international pressures to be exerted upon all clock
systems to create even more accurate clock synchronization schemes on a global basis. As
a result, several techniques of transferring time have been devetoped which allow accuracies
of transfer from milliseconds to 100 nanoseconds.

Before starting the discussion of timekeeping, a review of a few of the basic concepts of time
and frequency is in order. First of all, a clock can be defined as a device which counts the
number of events that occur from an arbitrary starting point. The events to be counted
could be the swings of a pendulum, the oscillations of a quartz crystal, the cycles of a signal
in resonance with cesium or some other sequence of events. Accepted units of time are
discussed in Application Note 52-1, Fundamentals of Time and Frequency Standards. For the
purposes here, the terms of the internationally accepted time scale, Coordinated Universal
Time (UTC) whose basic unit is the second will be used. The second was defined by the
Xlll Ceneral Conference of Weights and Measures, in October 1967, as "the duration of
9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two
hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium atom 133". Therefore, the definition of a
clock can be expressed as a device which counts the number of seconds (a well defined
measurement of time-interval), occurring from an arbitrary starting time. From this definition
it appears that a clock needs three basic parts. First, a source of events to be counted. This
source can be labeled a frequency standard, frequency source, or time interval standard,
Second, a means of accumulating these events or oscillations, and third a means of dis-
playing the accumulation of time. Figure 1-1 shows a simple clock block diagram, including

Figure 1-1 Basic Clock
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a method of presetting the arbitrary starting time and obtaining an electrical time
reading from the clock (time-code-generator).

ln a clock there are two major sources of error, the accuracy and stability of the frequency
source, and the accuracy of the establishment of initial .setting (called epoch). Application
Note 52-3 discusses the stability of frequency sources, while this application note discusses

the methods of accomplishing accurate time transfer and maintaining frequency accuracy

(often called calibration, frequency matching or frequency keeping).

TIMEKEEPING
Timekeeping is the process of maintaining accurate frequency and obtaining accurate time
transfer.'Th6 timekeeping process involves intercomparing two or more clocks to insure that

their time difference-is k-ept within certain limits over a specified time interval. This action

requires that the two clocks accumulate time at the same rate (same frequency within limits)

bui equally important, they must be set to the same starting time (reference time) as

accurately as the system requires.

A timekeeping system can be either a relative or an absolute synchronization system. ln a rel-
ative timekeeping or synchronization system the concern is placed upon keeping the clocks in
the system synchronized with each other but not necessarily synchronized with other clocks

outside the system. An example of a relative system would be a communications network where
all clocks are referenced to the master clock of the system and the major concern is keeping the
frequency of the network within appropriate limits for good network operation (e.g., a TV

network). An absolute timekeeping system, on the other hand, is concerned not only with
maintaining time synchronization of clocks within the system, but also with clocks outside
the system. Even more specifically, an absolute timekeeping system is concerned with main-
taining time synchronization with the internationally accepted time scale, Coordinated Uni-
versalTime (UTC).*

Before turning to the mechanics of frequency calibration and time transfer, some of the design

considerations of a timekeeping system will be discussed.

TIMEKEEPING SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of this application note is to assist in the design or establishment of a timekeep-
ing or fiequency keeping system. These time or frequency keeping systems may in fact be a

su6system of a communications system, navigation system, or other system requiring time
or frequency for its operation.

Prior to selecting specific components, instruments, processes and procedures in a timekeeping
system, the system designer must answer several basic questions.

1. ls frequency or time (which implies frequency as well) needed for effective system op-
eration? lf irequency only is needed, the system can be much simpler than if time has

to be provided as well.
2. ls absolute timekeeping necessary or will relative timekeeping suffice? A relative

system may not need the equipment to synchronize with an external reference. This

decision may depend on certain regulations (e.g., from the Federal Telecommunica-
tions Standards Committee, Fed-Std-1002, April 22,1974, available from U.S. GSA).

3. What accuracy is required for frequency? for time?
a. What regulations pertain to this system?

b. What does system performance require?
c. Will either regulations or performance requirements change in the future? lf

so, when?

* For an explanation of UTC and other time scales, refer to
Frequency Standards, Hewlett-Packard, March 1974.
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Each system should be designed to provide at least the minimum accuracy defined by
either regulation or performance. Future needs should be anticipated to insure against
premature obsolescence of equipment due to increased requirements.

What stability is required? Some systems are concerned not only with accuracy but with
stability of the frequency source or time jitter of the time-code as well. Application
Note 52-3, stability: Theory and Measurement, is more detailed in this area.

What equipment and systems are available for frequency comparison and time transfer?
Equipment is generally available on a worldwide basis, but time transfer systems are not.
The user's system has to take into account the time transfer or frequency comparison
facilities available to him in the location or locations where his system is to be installed.

What additional equipment will have to be purchased or designed and built? The user
needs to determine what equipment he has available that satisfy his needs and what
equipment has to be purchased. Generally speaking most equipment is available as
off-the-shelf units, however, occasionally the user may have to design and build some
equipment not available in the marketplace. This will normally stretch his time to get
the system operating.

7. What funds are available for establishing the system? Cenerally off-the-shelf equipment
will lower the cost of the system. Equipment designed by the user will normally increase
the cost of the system. lf funds are critical, then a redesign of the system to make more
use of readily available commercial hardware,may be appropriate.

8. What funds are available for the operation of the system? The operating costs of the
system can be very large compared to the initial cost. lf funds ar.e timited fbr operation,
then perhaps an increase in funding for initial purchase will allow more accurate and
reliable equipment to be purchased, thereby reducing operating costs.

9. What trade-offs can be made? Normally, many trade-offs have to be considered in any
design. Trade-offs are generally made in terms of costs: performance vs. costs, oper-
ating costs vs. procurement costs, off-the-shelf cost vs. user build cost, etc.

There are numerous sources of assistance availabte to the system designer in satisfying his re-
quirements. The Hewlett-Packard Company provides application notes discussing vaiious instru-
m.ents and their applications as well as providing technical assistance through the field sales
offices.

The remainder of this application note is divided into three sections. Section lt approaches time-
keeping from the viewpoint of technical considerations for a timekeeping tyit".. Section lll
discusses several methods of comparing the frequency of two or more sources. Section lV is
concerned with various methods of timekeeping including frequency comparison or matching
and time-transfer.

4.

5.

6.

1-3
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sEcTroN il
CONSIDERATIONS IN TIMEKEEPING SYSTEMS

ln establishing a timekeeping system, the system designer or operator has to deal with several
different sources of error. There are six major problem areas which contribute to errors
in timekeeping:

'1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

Maintenance of accurate frequency;
Obtaining accurate time transfer;
Determination of radio propagation path delays;
Maximization of the frequency calibration interval;
Determination of the effects of noise in frequency generating equipment;
Determination of the effects of changing environmental conditions.

ln this section, we shall discuss these problem areas in terms of their effects and methods of
reducing their impact.

As mentioned earlier, it is impossible to be exact when dealing with frequency and time. How-
ever, it is possible to be 1000 times more accurate in frequency measurements than in the mea-
surement of any other physical quantity. Therefore, prior to analyzing the effects and impact
of these sources of error, it is necessary to determine the level of accuracy required and the
tolerances essential for the individual application. Once the essential tolerances have been es-
tablished, the sources of error can be analyzed to determine if they impact on the system op-
eration. lf they do in fact affect the system operation, then appropriate steps can be taken to
reduce the impact.

ACCURATE FREQUENCY AND TIME TRANSFER

Basic to any timekeeping system is the establishment and maintenance of accurate frequency
and obtaining an accurate time transfer. lnherent in the word accurate when dealing with phys-
ical measurements is the phrase: within given tolerances. Two essential ingredients are (1) stable
frequency sources or clocks; and (2) a method of frequency comparison and time transfer which
provides the required accuracy within given tolerances.

Section lll deals with several frequency comparison techniques which can provide various levels
of accuracy. Section lV identifies and compares time transfer techniques providing not only
several levels of accuracy for time transfer but for frequency comparison as well.

RADIO PROPAGATION PATH DETAYS

ln order to accomplish time transfer via radio waves, the radio propagation path delay has to be
determined as accurately as possible. However, most techniques for initial time transfer will
allow accuracies to only a millisecond or so. Normally for highly stable propagation paths (e.g.

OMEGA or LORAN-C) we desire very precise time transfer within a microsecond. This level of
accuracy is only possible for initial time transfer using the portable clock technique discussed
in Section lV. Subsequent time transfers using highly stable propagation means can provide sub-
m icrosecond accu racies.

For those systems which do not require microsecond accuracy, Appendix A contains techniques
for determining the radio propagation path delays f rom computation of the Great Circle
Distance.

2-1



FREQUENCY CAHBRATTON TNTERVAL

A time system, based upon a quartz oscillator or a rubidium standard of known drift rate, can
be kept within prescribed limits of error with infrequent adjustments through a systematic
approach.

ln this approach, the oscillator and clock are preset to offsets that will keep the time system
operating within a selected accuracy for a long time despite the oscillator's drift. This drift (aging
rate) must be known and must be nearly constant, so that a plot of the frequency over the ad-
justment interval can be approximated by a straight line. ln the following, it will be assumed
that the oscillator's aging rate has been established by comparisons of the oscillator against a

standard.

The basic equations are presented first, then the method is illustrated with a problem solved
by calculation.

Time Error vs. Frequency. The frequency at any time t can be expressed (with the frequency
changes versus time approximated by a straight line):

ft:fo*afrt (Eq. 1)

Figure 2-1 . Oscillator

ttime 
---+

Frequency Vs. Time

Where:
f1 - frequency at time t
fo : initial frequency at time t:0
f r - reference frequency (desired, zero error)
a - aging rate (fractional parts per unit time)

From the derivation contained in Appendix B the total time error is:

f

'\.-,

\--'-

fE-Eo+(f-1) ,*\

- f - - t

2-2
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Equation 2 indicates that the total time error at any time t depends upon the values of four
quantities: (1) initial time error Eo; Q) initial frequenc| f6i (3) aging or drift rate a; and (4)
elapsed time t.

A plot of Equation 2 as a function of time is a parabola for which vertical displacement de-
pends upon the value of Ee, Figure 2-2.The corresponding frequency plot is s'hown beneath
the error plot.

Figure 2-2. Positive Frequency Drift

Note that the oscillator frequency is precisely equal to the reference frequency at the point
corresponding to the,vertex of the error parabola. This is as it should be, ior thl slope of the
curve must be zero where the two frequencies agree.

lf the frequency drift were negative, the parabola would be inverted (Figure 2-3).

negat ive

-

Figure 2-3. Negative Frequency Drift

posit ive

Ir
- - -1rj

fs
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Figure 2-4 shows corresponding plots of frequency and time error to clarify their relationship'

Figure 2-4. Corresponding Frequency and Time Plots

Example:
As a specific problem, consider a time system to be maintained within +10 ps' The signal

that drives the clock is derived from a iubidium standard with a known drift rate, a, of

* 1 x 10{1/month. Ttre quantities to be determined are: (a) The initial time error Eo, set

on'the iloct. tbt rhe initiJlr"quun.y offset fe. (c)]he length of the recalibration cycle T2,

i;.;lh"-";;blr'of days the clock is left untouched between resettings.
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The elapsed time during which the error of the clock is less than 10 microseconds can be max-
imized by selection of initial conditions such that the error plot and the frequency plot are
situated as shown in Figure 2-5.

-10ps

+lOTerror limit
I error excursion
I

-10 - error limit--

Figure 2-5. Frequency and Time Error

ln the sketch, t=T1 when the time error plot has a slope of zero. The parabola was positioned
vertically such that its vertex at T1 does not exceed the selected error limit, -10ps. This is ac-
complished by setting Ee, the initial error, at the other error limit, *10ps. We now have answer
(a): Eq = *10ps.

Also, the oscillator frequency is initially set to a certain offset. These two steps maximize the
elapsed time T2 during which the system lies within the selected limits of error.

The general equation (Eq. 2) is now solved for fo and T2.

E-Eo*(!-1) t+at2
tr2

At time t:T.1, E:E1

E1 : Eo. (P- 1) rr +Y'

But E1 : -Eo, therefore:

-Eo: Eo *,h- 1) rr .+

o : 2Eo- t} - ",t r., *\ (Ec. 3)

There are two unknowns, T1 and fo. Since the slope is known to be zero at t =T1:

dE =gatt:T1
dt

2-5



From Equation 1,

\--lfE-Eo*(l-1)
r

t+at2
2

! Qr1)dE-o
d1

-fo-,1
fr

_b
fr

- aT1

-fo -1
tr

* aT1

aT1 -1

fo 
-tT

Substituting into Equation 3:

(Eq . 4l

(Eq. 5)

(Eq. 6)

\.-1

0 - 2Eo + (1
?T'"

aT1 - 1) Tt *;

:2Eo - +
-4E - aT2^ol

4E-T1': '-o
a

T1 -2

The parabola is symmetric about T1 :

To solve the problem

Eo:

a-

T2: Zt1

Hence,T2 in terms of the initial error Eo and the drift rate a, is:

r
r2:.VT

numerically we substitute:

10x10{ sec x, -l 11Y, - - - 1.16x'10-10 day^ 8.64x1ff sec

1x'10-11 * nonth_ :3.33x10-1 3/day
month 30 days

1.15x'10-10 day

ffi 3.48x 1 0 2T2:4

2-6
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The oscillator can operate for 75 days without recalibration.
be calculated from Equation 4:

The oscillator's initial offset must

But

!- 1-ar1
fr

fo : fr (1 - aT1)

T1 -Y : 37.s days,2

a - 'l x '10-1 1/mo x 1/30 mo/day

fo : f, 1 - (3.33 x 10-13) (37.5)

- 3.33 x '10-1 3/day

(1 - 1.25 x 10-11) Answer (b)

It is clear that the oscillator must be set to a f requency lower than reference frequency by 1.25
parts in 10tr.

Appendix C contains recalibration charts for both quartz oscillators and rubidium standards
which provide a handy reference for quick approximations of the number of days required
between resettings for various levels of accuracy desired.

Regardless of whether the equation or the chart is used to determine recalibration time, it
should be recognized that they are based upon perfect conditions and considerable operator
skills. ln reality, the environment plays a very important part in calculations of time excursions.
Temperature.changes, vibrations, shock, etc. can increase or decrease the frequency depending
upon the individual oscillators characteristics. Also, the noise processes in the instrument, es-
pecially for the most precise tolerances, add or detract from our confidence in the answer de-
rived. These areas are discussed later in this section.

LONG TERM EFFECTS OF NOISE

Every frequency source has a certain amount of noise inherent in the circuitry and components.
The noise generated causes effects in the short-term stability and the long-1"rr stability. the
effects of noise on the short-term stability will be covered in AN SZ-1, Siability: Theoiy and
Measurement. The long term effects of noise are important in timekeeping applicaiions.

tt t2

Figure 2-5. Variance in Time Interval

We assume a frequency calibration (measurement) time interval, T6, during which the system
clock is compared against a reference to determine its average fre-quencyl Following a dead
time, T6, the phase or time of the clock is measured and we wish to estimate the variance in
the indicated time after.an interval, Tp, where we assume the correction determined during
the calibration is applied.

CLOCK IS READ CLOCK IS
OR SET READ AGAIN

FREQUEN.Y DEAD I I

cALTBRATToN TIME t I
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Appendix D, Variance of Time lnterval for Calibrated Clocks derives a set of equations which
cin be used to estimate the variance. There are two types of noise in the instrument which
affect the accumulation of time and produce uncertainties in the predictability of a given set V
of clocks. The two types of noise are white FM and flicker FM.

For an example, let us examine two HP 5061A, Option 004 High Performance Cesium Stand-

ards which are intercompared for 10 days and then the clocks are intercompared again

after 50 days. What is the one-sigma certainty that we predict the time difference in sixty

days?

White FM component: from equation 5 in Appendix D.

where

Tc : 10 days : 8.64 x 1S sec
Tp : 60 days : 5"184 x 1ff sec

and for Option 004:

A -1.28x1022 sec

w- +(',.r)

tr2tw
B4

64
J
B.

(s 1

1

I
X I)

06

0s
\-/ I

Et" : 2.32x10-1s sec2

Flicker FM component: from equation 6, Appendix D.

F q:Brp,{ryt'mf.ry)

+U- m!-mb
T.Tp Tc T.

_ (TO + Td)2 .0n (TO + TO)

Tp T. Tc

-(ru'nn(.*rg) l
rprc \ ,rlJ

where T6 - 0

2-B
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and for Option 004: B : 6.5 x 10-2s

\ -(6.5x'r0-28) (s.'r84x106 sec), 

{ ffi l" (r . sil)
*+'o) 

no) 
/"# /"f3

ln lrr#it_ffir"(1 **l

NOTE: We can use days instead of seconds inside the brackets because the seconds conver-
sion will cancel.

-- 5.85 x '10-14 sec2

The total variance is computed from the two components by:

Z:V +Vlwf

: 2.32 x 10-1s sec2 + 5.85 x 10-14 sec2

: 5.08 X '10-14 SeC2

ET : 2.466 x 10-7 sec

ET : 246.6 nsec

Therefore, the one-sigma certainty of predicting the time difference 60 days from the start
point is +246.6 nsec.

For the second example let us examine a timekeeping system where the user wants to deter-
mine the maximum that four high performance cesium standards (HP 5061A, Option 004) can
remain within lpcsec of each other.

To simplify the problem, we designate one of the clocks as the master and compare the other
three to it. Secondly, we assume that one of the three clocks will be worse than the others and
therefore we can reduce the basic problem to one involving two clocks. Using the 10538A De-
gausser with the High Performance Cesium Standards allows a settability of 1 x 10-t. Once
the clocks are set, at the end of the comparison time, T., we would expect zero frequency
shift for CONSTANT environment. However, we know noise affects the overall time accumu-
lation. Figure 2-7 shows the problem in a graphical form. We find the error components for
settability and noise and add to find the total error.

Ei:0.7468x'r0-14 sec2 ){# !.n7+ 0 - ln 6 -* tnu-o}
t 500 600 )

L-.
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First, let us examine the settability error. ln an ideal case, the variance, ET1 is zero. There-
forethemaximumtimetoremainwithinlpsecissimplyrelatedtothesettability (with CONSTANT
environment) from (derived in Appendix F)

we f ind

at l- letrl- lr
AJ_ 1trlsec A?,aTideal - eJ:ffi- 107 sec - 115.7 days

f

z
cEo
OF(r
crJ[rJf
r.rr E

=Rr6;

Second, we need to determine
probability of remaining within
satisfy the following equation.

where

Figure 2-7. Comparison of Two Clocks

the noise component of the error. To compute the one sigma
lpcsec (again assuming CONSTANT environment) we have to

(Eq. 7)

\-/

E i 2E1 - lpSec

E - EsTp

Es

and

ET:

The factor of 2 in Equation 7 assumes the unlikely worst case, that the two clocks' random er-
rors are identical and opposite, i.e. the noise processes have a correlation coefficient of -1. lf
the two clocks are uncorrelated (likely) the factor /Tshould be used.

A programmable calculator will greatly assist in the determination of Tp (max) through
repeated iterations. lf we assume a T6 of 10 days and T6 : 0, the iterdtions yield Tp =
6Odays. With Tp = 60 days; ET:246.6 nsec as shown in the previous example.

Af

t

\--l
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which is barely over the

E1 -EtTp *2E1

:;;::c*2(2466t 
nsec

1 psec allowable.

EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENTAT CONDITIONS

Environmental conditions are usually a major cause of error in precision timekeeping. For ultra-
precise timekeeping, a controlled environment is the best. For real-time, transportable systems,
the environment can be modeled and compared against environmental specifications to de-
termine short and long-term effects on timekeeping. The prediction of timekeeping ability (in
terms of tolerances allowable) is then directly related to the accuracy of the environmental
model and the actual performance of the individual frequency sources.

The most conservative system design approach is to assume the worst case specified environ-
mental sensitivities for the instrument and compare to the system specifications. An alternate
scheme requires constant monitoring of the timekeeping systems performance to insure that
environmental changes will be compensated or corrected.

For ultimate results in timekeeping, a computer modeling may be required to accurately pre-
dict the suitability of a given frequency source to a given set of environmental conditions. The
environmental variables needed in the modeling include:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5.

7.

Effects of temperature and temperature changes on the frequency;
Effects of altitude and altitude changes on the frequency;
Effects of magnetic fields (AC and DC) on the frequency;
Effects of humidity on the frequency;
Effects of shock and vibration on the frequency;
Effects of gravity and orientation on the frequency;
I nterdependency of effects.

Not only do these conditions affect the frequency of an oscillator, they can also affect the
phase (e.g., the phase shift in an amplifier might change with temperature). This com-
plicates the measurement of model parameters and affects the resultant model.

L-
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METHODS FOR PRECISE

FREQUENCY STANDARD INTERCOMPARTSON

GENERAT

This section presents methods by which frequency differences between two frequency sources
can be determined. We assume for these methods that the two frequency sources are physically
near each other. External references such as VLF, LF, LORAN C etc. will be discussed in the
following section. This section establishes concepts and measurements fundamental to the
time-transfer techniques of the next section.

To be useful, methods for comparing frequency sources, especially precision frequency sources,
must be capable of resolving extremely small differences. This section describes eight such use-
ful methods that have varying degrees of complexity and resolution. Two methods are described
which involve the use of an oscilloscope for interpretation, while two others use the period
measuring capability of an electronic counter for comparison purposes. Three other methods
are presented which involve the direct measurement of phase characteristics versus-time. The
last technique derives the frequency from measurements of time. Among these methods, at
least one or two shou ld be su itable for any type of short or long-term f requency standard
comparison desired.

oscrrloscoPE LrssAfous PATTERNS

A well known method of comparing two frequencies is to observe the pattern displayed on an
oscilloscope when one frequency is applied to its horizontal input and the other to its vertical
input. lf the ratio of the frequencies is an integer or the ratio of two integers, the resulting
pattern, called a Lissajous f igure (Figure 3-1)can be interpreted to determine this f requency ratio.
lf a rectangle is imagined to bound the pattern, the number of points where the loops are tan-
gent on one vertical and one adjacent horizontal side directly indicates the ratio of the two
frequencies.

When the two freguencies being compared in the Lissajous display are quite similar (within a few
hertz) the trace will be elliptical. Slight frequency differences cause the ellipse to roll repeatedly
through all orientations from 0o to 3500. lt is possible to time the completion of a 360o sequence

Figure 3-1 . Lissajous Pattern

3-1
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and to find the frequency difference, which is the reciprocal of this time (in seconds). To
match the frequency of an oscillator closely to that of a house frequency standard, the
oscillator is adjusted until the ellipse is stationary.

The practical limit for use of this technique for frequency offset adjustments and comparisons
is about 1 part in 1G. lt is of limited practicality for quantitative fractional frequency deviation
measurements. Reference to a comprehensive presentation of Lissajous patterns is advisable
before attempting to use them for comparison purposes.*

OSCILTOSCOPE PATTERN DRIFT

An oscillator can be compared against a house frequency standard by externally triggering the
oscilloscope from the standard while a pattern of several cycles of the oscillator is displayed.
The ratio of drift of the oscilloscope patiern is related to the frequency error of the oscillator
under test. For example, suppose an HP Model 181A Oscilloscope is being used to check the
time base oscillator frequency of an HP Model 5345A Electronic Counter against a house stan-
dard such as the HP Model 5065A Rubidium Vapor Frequency Standard. The equipment con-
figuration for this measurement is shown in Figure 3-2.

lf the oscilloscope pattern moves to the right, the counter's time base oscillator frequency
is low compared to that of the standard; if the pattern moves to the left, the counter fre-
quency is high.

Rate of movement can be interpreted in terms of frequency error in this way: With a 1 MHz
signal from the standard used to trigger the display of a 10 MHz signal from the counter's in-
ternal oscillator, the time required for the pattern to apparently drift the width of one cycle
of the display is noted. Suppose that the pattern drifts left the width of one cycle in a time of
10s; this is equivalent to a frequency difference of 0.1 cycle per second. Frequency error, then
is 1 part ;n 1go thigh): af : 0.1 = 1 x 1o_s

I 107

Figure 3-2. Oscilloscope Pattern Drift

\-,

\-/

* J. Czech, "The Cathode Ray Oscilloscope" Clever-Hume Press,

Rider and Usland, "Encyclopedia on Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes"
Ltd., London 1957. See also:

, Rider, lhC., New York, 1959.

HP 181A

OSCILLOSCOPE

HP 5345A
ELECTRONIC COUNTER

HP 5065A
RUBIDIUM VAPOR

FREQUENCY STANDARD

EXT TRIGGER

VERTICAL INPUT
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lf it takes 100 seconds for the pattern to drift the width of one cycle, the error is 1 part in 10r

107

lf two 100 kHz signals are being compared and movement the width of one cycle takes 1 s,
the frequency error is 1 part in 105,

- 1x 10-s
100x10r

Each of the above measurements can be made more quickly, but with less accuracy, by letting
the pattern drift the width of 1/rcycle on the oscilloscope. Since many oscilloscopes have a
calibrated display there is a temptation to take advantage of this in trying to shorten the ob-
servation time still further. Caution should be exercised, however, as inaccuracies in calibration
and non-linearity in the display of the oscilloscope can distort the frequency error.

With the oscilloscope pattern drift method, as in the Lissajous method, the largest error will
come from the method used for timing. A recommended technique for both of these frequency
difference measurements is to adjust the oscillator being tested until there is no apparent move-
ment on the oscilloscope. The resolution of this zeroing adjustment can be extended by orders
of magnitude by setting the oscilloscope vertical gain to maximum and increasing the horizon-
tal sweep speed until a single sloping portion of the waveform is visible on the screen. The
frequency adjustment being made can be used to slow the phase so that the scope trace re-
mains on screen while raising the horizontal sweep speed. A method of determining Lf /t di-
rectly, quickly, and with greater accuracy is discussed below.

DTRECT TREQUENCY COMPARTSON W|TH A COUNTER

This section assumes the reader is familiar with the use and operation of a basic frequency
counter whose measurement is cycles sensed per unit time. The details of basic counter
measurements are covered in the Operating Manual for such instruments as the 5328A and
in Hewlett-Packard AN 172, The Fundamentals of Electronic Frequency Counters.

The frequency counter is an instrument which can be used to measure the frequency of an
oscillator with reasonable accuracy. A direct frequency measurement by a counter is in
essence a comparison of two oscillators, the oscillator being measured and either the
internal oscillator of the counter or an external frequency reference.

The HP 53454 Electronic Counter can be used to accurately compare two oscillators. As
with any counter the accuracy of the measurement depends upon the error involved.
Counter error consists of three parts:

a. + Least Significant Digit (LSD) counU
b. + Time base accuracy (accuracy of interval or external oscillator; and
c. + Trigger error.

For the 5345A the LSD error is *1 count if the most significant digit (MSD) is 1 through 4,
and + 2 counts if the MSD is 5 through 9. Unlike conventional counters, the + 5345A LSD
count error relates to the 500 MHz time count register rather than in terms of one cycle
of the input frequency. Therefore, with a 100 kHz input and a CATE TIME of 1 second,
this error is only 1 x 10-s; furthermore, with the 5345A, this + count error remains constant
for any input frequency for a fixed GATE TIME.

Trigger error is associated with the input signal and changes with waveform and measure-
ment time. Trigger error in the 5345A is basically the same as a conventional counter
measuring period or multiple period average and is specified as:

Af
f

Af_
f

\-

\-
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<0.3o/o

number of periods averaged

for a 10 mVrms input sine wave signal with sine wave noise more than 40 dB below
signal level.

For a 5 MHz signal with a 1 second CATE TIME the trigger error is less than t6x10io. Trigger
error can be reduced by either increasing the amplitude of the input signal above the 10 mV

rms minimum or by measuring a fast rise-time signal if available.

Error in the crystal oscillator "clock" frequency directly influences the accuracy of a measure-

ment as it doei for a conventional counter. The standard 5345A uses the HP high stability 10544A

10 MHz crystal oscillator which has an aging rate ef +5x19-'to76ay and very good short-term sta-

bility. This oscillator satisfies most applications requiring the highest internal time base stability
available in any counter manufactured.

The 5345A counter contains circuitry to lock the internal oscillator to any externally connected
frequency standard at a subharmonic of 10 MHz in the range of 1 MHz to 10 MHz to give the
same time base accuracy as the reference standard.

lf a HP 5061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard is used as the reference standard, the 5345A

can be used to make very accurate frequency comparisons with convenient measurement times.

lf we assume worst case on the 5051A accuracy, the reference standard error will be less than
+1x10-11 of the international definition of frequency. Let us now measure a 5 MHz signal of
10 mV minimum using a 1 second, 10 second, 100 second, and 1000 second gate time. The
equipment setup is as shown in Figure 3-3. For a 1 second gate time, the maximum errorwould be

Error Max - *count +trigger error *oscillator error

- +2counts + 0.370 + '1x10-11

5x1S

- +4x10-e + 6x10-10 t 1x'10-11

- +4.61x10{

For a 10 second gate time

ErrorMax -+2counts Im t1x10-11
: +4.7x10-10

\-,

Figure 3-3. Direct Frequency Comparison with a Counter

HP 5061A
CESIUM BEAM

FREQUENCY STANDARD

HP 5345A
ELECTRONIC COUNTER

UNIT UNDER TEST
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For a 100 second gate time

Error Max : *2 counts

- +4x10-11 +

- +5. 6x 10-11

For a 1000 second gate time

a 0.3o/"y 1x10-11
5x1S

6x10-12 + 'lx'10{1

\-

Error Max -- +4x10-12 + 6x10-13 + 1x10{1

- +'1.{fi;'lQ-tt

DIRECT COUNTER READOUT OF NORMATIZED OR FRACTIONAT
TREQUENCY ERROR

Where a number of comparisons of precision oscillators expected to agree in frequency within
parts in 106 (or better) is to be made against the reference frequency standard, it is convenient
to arrange equipment so that a counter's readout can be interpreted directly in terms of fre-
quency error to an accuracy of parts in 1$, 1V, 1V, etc. The equipment arrangement to
accomplish this direct readout includes a reference oscillator offset from the reference standard
by a predetermined amount.

The offset frequency from the reference oscillator and the frequency from the oscillator under
test are mixed and the period of their difference frequency is measured. Such a comparison
constitutes a short-term stability measuremenq the changes in period of the difference fre-
quency indicate the instabilities of the test oscillator and the measuring system including the
reference frequency. The period displayed on the counter's readout can easily be interpreted
(digit by digit from left to right) as frequency error (for example, parts in '1tr, 107. etc.).

To illustrate this method, assume a quartz oscillator's 1 MHz output is to be compared with the
output of an offset oscillator. The system shown in Figure 3-4 is set up and calibrated by mo-
mentarily substituting a known 1 MHz signal (from the house standard) for the output of the
oscillator under test. The HP Model 105A/B Quartz Oscillator serving as an offset standard is ad-
justed in frequency until the counter display is exactly 1,000,000.0 ps, the period of 1Hz.

The 105A/B Oscillator is now at a frequency of either 1,000,001.0 Hz or 999,999.0H2; but more
important it is 1 Hz from the known l MHz signal. The known signal is now removed from the
mixer input and the output of the 1 MHz oscillator under test is applied in its place. lf the test
oscillator is at the same frequency as the 1 MHz calibration signal the counter will again read
1,000,000.0 ps. lf it does not, its error can read directly to parts in 10^ as illustrated in the fol-
lowing example. lf the counter's BCD output is converted to analog form and plotted on a strip
chart recorder, a plot of Al/t with respect to time is obtained.

As an example, to compute what fractional frequency deviation is indicated for the oscillator
under test when the period displayed on the counter's readout is observed to change by one
microsecond, the following approximate method can be used:

Where:
t -frequency,Hz
r - period, s

f -l: ,-,

\.-
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UNIT UNDER TEST

1 MHz

HP 10514A MIXER TRIGGER HP 5328A COUNTER

EXl
TIME

r

HP_IB-

OFFSET STANDARD

HP 1O5A/B

QUARTZ OSCILLATOR

tl Hz
Df{DE

INPU'

1 MHz

HP 59303A
DIGITAL-TO.

ANALOG
CONVERTER

HP 680
STRI P
CHART

RECORDER

tt Packard lnterface B

Figure 3-4. Direct Counter Readout of Fractional Frequency Error

\-r'

\-.

Diff erentiating:

Dividing both sides by frequency:

df : -r-2dr: #

dft vt-
Which for small changes can be approximated as:

Af LrT:---
With the following interpretation:

Af
f : Fractional frequency offset in the frequency being checked

Ar : Change in the period displayed on the counter

z = Period of input signal to the counter (difference frequency)

f : Frequency being checked

With the substitution of values:

Ar:'lps-10{s

f-1MHz-1ffH2

T _1S

4t ffil ?il'rr
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Thus, when the period displayed on the counter is observed to change by 1ps, the fractional
frequency deviation is indicated to be one part in 1012. This AI/t is attributed to the oscillator
under test. The reference oscillator (and the system) are assumed to be ideal.

Note that this development has neglected measurement system jitter and counter resolution.
Period measurements are subject to trigger errors even if the mixing frequency and the counter
frequency are known exactly. Although resolution is on the order of 1 part in 1012, absolute
accuracy to this level would require great care and is more readily accomplished with other
methods.

Using the figures from the above example, the period displayed on the counter's readout can
be interpreted in terms of fractional frequency deviation as follows:

By use of this same technique it may be desirable to compare two 5 MHz frequencies. Using
the equations previously developed, the period (inverse of the offset frequency) that should be
measured is easily determined. 

Af _lr
T -vt-

Solving for r:

"t,

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 /ls

6
lf the desired measurement
d isplay colum n, then :

Su bstituting :

The offset frequency
proximately) 2.25 Hz

determined from
in order to have a

is1 part in 1012 for a 1 ps change in the period measurement

'l x'l 0-12

Lr - 10+ s

f - 5x1ff Hz

- 0.4472135 s

the desired offset period measurement would be (ap-
1ps change equivalent to a Lf /f of l part in '1012.

Af
f

VE(10-tz1 (5x1tr)

\-..
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FREQUENCY COMPARISON WlrH A VECTOR VOLTMETER

Another method of rapid, accurate f requency comparison involves the use of a vector voltmeter
to measure the phase shift versus time between two signal sources. With this method, frequency
differences as small as 1 part in 1013 can be measured in a few minutes.

Figure 3-5 shows the HP Model 8405A Vector Voltmeter used in a system to compare and re-
cord the frequency difference between an HP 5061A Cesium Beam Frequency Standard and an

HP 105A/B Quartz Oscillator under test. The phase of the signal from the reference 5051 is com-
pared to the phase of the oscillator's signal and indicated on the 8405A's phasemeter. A dc re-
corder jack on the rear panel of the 8405A provides a voltage output proportional to
the phasemeter reading. *

Figure 3-5. Frequency Comparison with a Vector Voltmeter

The phase change and direction can be recorded over a known period of time using a Model
680 Strip Chart Recorder as shown in Figure 3-5. Frequency difference, in proportional
parts, can then be calculated and read from the calibrated recorder's output.

The phase angle between two signal sources changes by 3600 every second for each cycle
(Hz) of their difference in frequency. Stated in another form:

8"/t : LO/t
1Hz Af

\-,'

\.-'l

Solving for Af,

Dividing by f ,

Af
350 t

af_ Ao

T 360 tf

Where:
Af = frequency difference between the two signal sources, Hz.

f = frequency of the standard source, Hz.
AS = phase change in degrees during the measurement time.

t : time, in seconds, during which Ad was measured.

4 = fractional frequency offset of the source being checked, dimensionless.
f

* HP Application Note 77-2, "Precision Frequency Comparison."

HP 1O5A
(UNIT UNDER TEST)

HP 680

STRIP CHART
RECORDER

HP 8405
VECTOR VOLTMETER

HP 5061A
(REFERENCE)
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Example Measurement and Calculation for Setup in Figure 3-5:

( - 5 MHz, frequency at which phase changes are measured.
A0 measured with 8405A : 1.3o
t - 60 seconds

'1.30

3500 (50 s) (5x1S Hzl

1.3

1^oB - 10" 
- 1 '2x10-11

or 1.2 parts in 10tt.

During the measurement in this example, the 1.30 phase change observed was the result of
a clockwise movement of the phasemeter's indicator. This is interpreted as showing that the
test oscillator's signal on the "Channel B" input of the 8405A was leading the standard's signal
on the "Channel A" input. Therefore, the test oscillator's frequency was higher than the stan-
dard's frequency by 1.2 parts in 10t1.

ln general, the frequency difference between two oscillators is determined from the slope of
phase change versus time. Therefore the phase slope at any time will be proportional to the
instantaneous frequency difference between the two oscillators. A constant frequency offset
appears as a linear phase versus time trace. A linear drift in frequency results in a parabolic
trace.

FREQUENCY COMPARTSON WITH A PHASE COMPARATOR AND
STRIP CHART RECORDER

Long term frequency comparison of two signal sources can be accomplished quite simply using
the system shown in Figure 3-5. The primary component in this system is the HP Model fOS-
5050A Linear Phase Comparatot.

Figure 3-6. Frequency Comparison with a Phase Com parator

Af-
t

\*

UNIT UNDER TEST

K05-5060A
LINEAR
PHASE

COMPARATOR

HP 680

STRIP CHART
RECORDER

REFERENCE

\,-
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Because of its simplicity, understanding this method of frequency comparison merely requires
an understanding of the operation of the K05-5060A. There are two input channels, one of
which serves as the input for a standard signal and the other as an input for the test oscillator.
A single selector switch is set at the comparison frequency; either 100 kHz, 1MHz, or 5 MHz.

lnternally, the signals on each of the two channels are compared and control the onloff duty
cycle of a flipJlop circuit. The rectangular wave output from this circuit is then integrated to
give an output dc signal which is proportional to the phase difference between the two input
signals.

After a simple calibration of the system shown in Figure 3-6, the full scale width of the recorder
chart is equal to the period of the input frequency. When comparing two'l MHz frequencies,
for example, the chart width would be 1 ps.

To compute the frequency error of the test oscillator the following relationship is used:

&
6

Which is derived in Appendix F and where,

# : fractional frequency deviation of test oscillator

At - the measured phase difference, in microseconds
t - the elapsed measurement time, in microseconds

atlrl-Af
f

For example, if the recorder chart
an elapsed measurement time of

fl :l+l

indicates a f ull width variation (1 ps

t hour, the frequency error of the

1ps

for a 1 MHz signal) during
test oscillator is:

(60 min/hrl (60 s/min) (1 x 1ffpts/s

- 3.2 x 10-10

or 3.2 parts in '1010 frequency error.

FREQUENCY DETERMINATION FROM TIME COMPARISONS

Before stabilized LF NLt (Loran, Omega, etc.) transmissions were available for use in a quick and
accurate calibration of a local frequency standard, it was common practice to use time ticks
from a high frequency standard station such as WWV for this purpose. This time comparison
method for determining frequency has fallen into disuse because it is neither quick nor con-
venient. ln those rare cases where no access exists to LF NLF standard signals, this method could
still serve.

ln the time comparison method, frequency is measured indirectly. Observations are made over
an extended period of time in order to minimize errors arising from variations in propagation;
overall accuracy depends on signal conditions and on the length of the test.

Suppose the local clock is driven by a precision oscillator and that its time is periodically com-
pared with the master time by methods such as those described in Section lV. lf the time in-
iervals of the local clock preiisely match those of the master clock, the oscillator frequency
is precisely its nominal value. lf the clock loses time, the oscillator frequency is low, if it \-/
gains time, the oscillator frequency is high.

3-10
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Direct Computation. The average oscillator frequency (or average frequency error) during
the elapsed time between two time comparison measurements is Jasily compuied.

Average fractional error in frequency is equal to the fractional time error and is given by

Ar l-lr, l-t z-t1

f llr! .

,afwhere ? - average frequency error

t1 : initial time-comparison reading
t2 : final time-comparison reading
t : elapsed time between readings

Example: A time comparison reading at 10:00 a.m. on June 1 is 563,060ps; a reading at 10:00
a.m. on June 4 is 56d040ps. ln this case;

Af -564.040"r-5t3,999gt * 1 day : +3.8
T - 

-l 

days g.64x 1010 10e

That is, the average oscillator frequency error during this period is 3.8 parts in 10e high.

Average frequency of an oscillator during the measurement interval is given by

Lu=fno-(t *4r'

where fxu : average frequency
fnom = nominal oscillator frequency

Arf : ru"rage frequency error
t

Continuing with the example given before for an oscillator with a nominal frequency of 'l MHz,

f = 1s (1 + 3.8, : 1,ooo,ooo.0038 Hzav 10e'

Note that determination of oscillator frequency depends on measurement of time intervals,
and does not depend on absolute time setting or time synchronization with the master time
source. Because of the use of "leap seconds" in the UTC system, this technique can give
erroneous results if one does not account for the leap seconds.

\'
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TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER

ln this section we discuss several methods available for transferring time and frequency from
one location to another. Transfer of time is usually referred to as "time synchronization" where-
as frequency transfer is termed "calibration". Since synchronization normally implies that cali-
bration is also accomplished, for this discussion the term synchronization is intended to include
both time synchronization and frequency calibration.

As was mentioned in Section l, synchronization can be either'relative or absolute. ln absolute
synchronization, the user or operator of a clock or clocks references them to the internationally
defined frequency as well as UTC. This requires that the clock is traceable to a national labo-
ratory which contributes to the internationally Coordinated UniversalTime (UTC)scale. AN 52-1,
Fundamentals of Time and Frequency Standards, contains a listing of national laboratories around
the world.

ln relative synchronization, the user has several clocks or standards which must be kept close
to each other in frequency or time, but have no concern with absolute time reference because
there is no need to interface with clocks or standards outside his system.

We can also refer to "real" synchronization or "paper" synchronization. "Real" synchronization
refers to the situation where the local clock is actually adjusted to the correct frequency and time.
"Papef' synchronization refers to measuring the differences in frequency and time between
local and reference clocks but no adjustments are made. "Real" synchronization is normally
performed in systems using quartz or rubidium standards because of their characteristic fre-
quency drift. "Real" synchronization can also be performed with cesium standards; however,
"paper" synchronization is more common in order to preclude human error that sometimes
occurs whenever operator intervention is allowed. The lack of frequency-drift in cesium
frequency standards makes this convenient.

The criteria for selecting either "teal" or "paper" synchronization is the maximum amount
of error in either time or frequency which is tolerable in the system. The larger the error-
tolerance, the less often "real" synchronization need be performed. Interim measurements
may be made between adjustments to provide additional confidence in the system and
insure that nothing catastrophic has occurred in the meantime. Obviously, the frequency of
interim measurements and periodic "real" synchronization is dependent upon the €rror-
tolerances, accuracy and drifts in the system, costs of measurements and synchronization,
and the level of confidence the user requires in the system operation.

Several popular methods for accomplishing time synchronization and frequency calibration
are contained in the following paragraphs.

CoMPARTSON OF VARTOUS TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER
TECHNTQUES

Table 4-1 is useful in comparing the salient characteristics of several time and frequency
tr3nsfer techniques. The table is intended to show the relative merits of each technique and
is not intended to provide absolute limits on their performance. Additional information
on each technique is contained in the sections that follow, as well as the references listed
in the bibliography.

\-
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Table 4-1. Comparison of se/ected time/frequency transf er techniques.
Courtesy of National Bureau of Standards (NBS Monograph 140, p.301)

N0TES: (ll SbtusottechniqueindicntsdaslollM:0-0perational;P-Propo*d;E/0-Experimentaloperarional. (2) Esimatesofd.y{o-daymea,uremenbwithin
2000 km(1250 mi) 0t Loran.A sbtions. Thes emi$ions not coordinated with UTC and manually operated crystal clock drift. (3) From day{o.day phase measurements

e.g,, tl!perdayphasechangeapproxim.tBlpt.inl0llinfrequercydifference, (41 Lott.handd6ignaliongiv6theshoneillimeinteRllihalcannotbrreiolved;Righf
hand numb0r gives basic ambiguity. I hy ground waw 1600 kd; by iky wfle lhousnds of kilomete6 depending upof, condition.. ., wilh proposed time cods. ., closore

atlgr I doy. 
^, 

within local sNice sru ol TV tBnrmitter and p.th d6lay knryn.

Here is a further amplification on some of the characteristics listed in the table. ACCURACY
OF FREQUENCY SYNCHRONIZATION refers to the uncertainties inherent in the mediumwhich
limit the accuracy to which frequency standards can be synchronized or calibrated.

ACCURACY FOR DATE TRANSFER is the accuracy to which time-of-day can be transferred or
synchronized at a given location. The values given are average values and must be adjusted for
either extremely favorable or unfavorable conditions.

AMBIGUITY is the coarsest time interval a time-transfer can providb directly with certainty.
For example, an ordinary wall clock has an ambiguity of 12 hours. One must know by other
means the year, month, day, and whether it is AM or PM, the clock does the rest.

The qualitative ratings of good, fair and poor in the chart are given for purposes of compari-
son and evaluation and as such are arbitrary and broad.
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HrcH fREQUENCY TRANSMTSSTONS

Ceneral characteristics of high frequency and low frequency propagation were discussed in
AN 52-1 where it was pointed out that high frequency signal propagation is subject to erratic
variations, particularly, phase delays. These and other problems can usually be eliminated by
the use of Lf ground wave and satellite signals.

An AM receiver, tunable to the needed frequencies (for WWV: 5, 10, and 15 MHz) is
the basic requirement. The receiver's capability and complexity (hence cost)depends upon the
degree of precision demanded of the measurement and upon the received signal strength at
the user's location.

Accuracy. Generally, frequency transfers within the groundwave of HF transmissions (-150
km) can be made with the same accuracy as the transmitted signal. However, at distances using
skywave paths, the accuracy is limited to 1x10-7 for frequency transfer and 'l ms for time trans-
fer. Measurements over long periods of time can result in better accuracy using averaging
techniques.

Advantages and limitations. Use of HF transmissions offers several advantages to the user.

1. The receivers and antennas are relatively simple and low cost.

2. Stable Hf signals are avaitable worldwide from approximately 20 countries (a detailed
listing of Hf transmitters is contained in AN 52-1.).

3. Groundwave signals (- 160 km from the transmitter) can be received with about the
same accuracy as transmitted.

4. Time pulse modulation and date information is available at these frequencies due to the
availability of sufficient bandwidth.

However, several limitations also exist which may limit the use of HF in some applications.

1. HF skywave signals suffer erratic excursions in time delay from ionospheric irregular-
ities; this degrades both time and frequency comparisons and causes unreliability of
reception. Use of long term averaging techniques can remove some propagation
anomalies thereby approaching precisions of parts-in-10t0 but only over periods of
30 days or greater.

2. Propagation delays are difficult to determine to better than 1 ms because of ionospheric
variability due to sunspots, time of day, seasons, distance, etc.

3. The number of hops propagated (transmission modes) is difficult to determine for paths
exceeding 3500 km.

Time and frequency Determination. For effective use of HF timing signals, it is important
that certain precautions be observed to reduce the effects of the observable variations.
For best results:

1. Schedule observation for an all-daytime or all-night-time transmission path betrrueen
transmitter and receiver. Avoid twilight hours.

2. Choose the highest reception frequency which provides consistent reception.

3. Observe tick transmission for a few minutes to judge propagation conditions. The best
measurements are made on days when signals show little jitter or fading. lf erratic
conditions seem to exist, indicated by considerable fading and jitter in tick timing,
postpone the measurement. lonospheric disturbances causing erratic reception some-
times last less than an hour, but may last several days.

4. Make time comparison measurements using the ticks with the earliest consistent arrival
time (shortest distance mode).

One system for using HF signals is described in the following paragraphs.
\.-
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TIME COMPARISON BY TICK PHASING ADJUSTMENT-Figure 4-1 shows a block diagram for
a system to compare local time against time signals from an HF standard station such as WWV.
The local frequency standard, an HP Model 105A/B Quartz Oscillator, drives an HP K09-59991A
Clock. The K09-59991A derives a 1 PPS tick from the oscillator output, and it is these local ticks
which trigger the oscilloscope sweep.

ANTENNA

Figure 4-1. Time Comparison by Tick Phasing Adjustment

Upon initial observation, the local tick and the received tick, which is the master timing pulse,
may be apart as much as a half second. With oscilloscope sweep time set at 1 sec or more, the
WWV tick may be located with reference to the local tick. Adjustment of theTime DelayThumb-
wheel switches on the K09-59991A delays the start of the oscilloscope sweep to bring the WWV
tick toward the beginning of the oscilloscope trace. Successive adjustments of the Time
Delay Thumbwheel and Oscilloscope sweep speed are made until the two ticks are brought
to near coincidence (the Time Delay switch changes the phase of the K09-59991A tick
without affecting oscillator frequency).

The WWV tick is a 5 ms pulse of a 1 kHz signal. lt is this master timing pulse which is observed
on the oscilloscope as the phasing of the local clock tick is shifted.

Once the two ticks have been brought into near coincidence, the calibrated Time Delay
Switch gives the initial time reference between local time and the time of WWV. At this
point the Time Delay Switch reading is logged. As the oscillator under test drifts with
respect to the received time signals, the Time Delay Switch is readjusted to again establish
near coincidence with the WWV tick. The amount of this readjustment (which indicates

the time drift of the local oscillator) is again logged. These data, taken over a period of time
and plotted, will enable accurate determination of drift rate and frequency error. Time compar-
isons made over several days can yield comparison accuracies of a few parts in 1(P or better.
Oscillator frequency can be readjusted to stay within the desired accuracy limits.

TICK AVERAGING-Since random variations in the propagation path cause variation in the ar-
rival time of each WWV tick, the accuracy of time comparison measurements depends to a large
extent on the operator's ability to judge tick arrival time. Excellent results can be obtained with
the use of the variable persistence feature of the HP Model 141A or 181A Oscilloscopes. A 5 sec-

ond persistence permits the operator to view repeated sweeps of WWV displayed together.
From this display he can easily determine the time of earliest consistent tick arrival. An alter-
nate method of tick averaging is to make an oscillogram using an HP Model 195,\ or 197A

\-,'

HP 181A

OSCILLOSCOPE

HF RECEIVER

HP 1O5A/B
QUARTZ OSCILLATORK09-59991A CLOCK
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Oscilloscope Camera or equivalent. Either method, variable persistence oscilloscope display or
photographic time exposure, produces a record such as those shown in Figure i-2. n or.illo-
scope sweep time has been calibrated accurately, a determination of the time comparison
reading is possible.

\-

\.-

FIVE SWEEPS WWV FIVE SWEEPS WWVH

TEN SWEE PS TVW V TEN SYUE EPS WW V H

Figure 4-2. Photographic Tick Averaging

tow FREQUENCY (rF) AND VERY rOW FREQUENCY (vrF) TRANSMTSSTONS

Propagation of low frequency and very low frequency signals is discussed in AN 52-1. The phase
stability and long range coverage of low frequency transmissions makes them particularly val-
uable for standard frequency broadcasts.

Variations in propagation conditions exist, and for accurate comparisons account must be
taken of such variations as those associated with the diurnal shift (phase shifts occurring
at sunrise and sunset). Factors affecting path phase velocity include ionospheric conditions and
ground conductivity.

Since the phase velocity of long range VLF signals depends to an extent upon the effective
height of the ionosphere, sudden ionosphere disturbances such as those occurring during
solar flare events cause sudden phase anomalies. Other changes in VLF propagation are be-
lieved to relate to polar cap events, magnetic activity, nuclear explosions, and even to meteor
showers.

Because relatively short periods serve tor LFNLT phase comparisons, diurnal phase shifts and
other anomalies are not a serious problem, provided the user is aware of them.

Accuracy. A local frequency standard can be maintained to within a few parts in 1011 or
better by comparison of its relative phase to that of a received LF or VLF carrier. Any one of
a number of monitoring systems may be chosen to make this comparison possible, depending
on the degree of precision required of the relative phase measurement. For the greatest pre-
cision, the local standard must have a low drift rate which is predictable to within a few parts
in 1010 over several days.

\-.
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lf no better than a part in 'l0a is wanted, a nearly instantaneous direct comparison, for a short
time, may be used. lf a part in 10e is wanted, comparison must be continued long enough to
reveal any ionospheric disturbance. Best results usually are obtained when the total propaga-
tion path is in sunlight and conditions are stable. Near sunrise and sunset there are noticeable
shifts both in amplitude and in phase.

Advantages and Limitations. Major advantages to using LF or VLF time and frequency
transmissions are:

1. Stable results are obtained within ranges to the transmitter of -1600 km for LF and

-10000 km for VLF.

2. Single frequency comparisons can be made with relatively low cost equipment. Ac-
curacies of parts in 1011 are possible over 24 hour periods most of the time.

3. Transmitters are usually stabilized with atomic standards and the transmissions are
monitored by national laboratories which publish corrections that permit after-the-fact
reference to their time scales.

4. Although LF and VLF signals are subject to diurnal effects, such phase changes are
predictable and repeatable.

5. Time pulse modulation, which is possible with LF, permits time synchronization to
-100 ps or better provided the propagation delay is known.

Major limitations of LF and VLF transmissions are:

1. lonospheric anomalies degrade reception in some geographical areas of the wortd ref-
erenced to an individual transmitter

2. LF and VLF propagations are subject to ionospheric variations; phase changes occur
from diurnal effects, solar disturbances, nuclear blast effects, night-time irregularities,
and long vs. short path interferences; strong attenuation over ice fields; and cycle slips.

3. Extreme care is required for optimum results. Proper interpretation of data requires
experienced personnel.

4. tt is impossible to initially set remote clocks to high accuracy via LF techniques alone.

5. Atmospheric noise at VLF is quite high and coherent signals often must be detected
well below the noise. Noise from lightning strokes is maximum in this frequency band
and the low attenuation rates of atmospheric noise at VLF allows worldwide propaga-
tion of such static.

'\--/

'\-,

Time and frequency Determination. Determination of frequency is relatively simple for LF

and VLF transmissions. A receiver, a phase-locked oscillator, a phase comparator and a strip
chart recorder are all that is needed to make accurate measurements. A typical setup is

shown in Figure 4-3.

Time, in comparison, is difficult to accurately transfer using LF and VLF transmissions due
to the slow rise times of the time codes, if present. However, once synchronized, a clock can
maintain synchronization indefinitely with the transmitter simply by phase tracking the LFl
VLF broadcasts. ln the case of WWVB, the transmitted signal is phase controlled to the
UTC time scale and, hence, a user can phase-lock to UTC with only one initial time setting.

Several methods for using LF and VLF transmissions for time and frequency comparisons exist.

The simplest of these methods is the single frequency comparison. The single frequency com-
parison technique is basically the same for either LF or VLF, however, the receiver for VLF must'hru" 

r very narrow bandwidth (4.01 to 0.001 Hz) in order to extract the VLF signal from the
noise level in this frequency band. Let us now look at the single frequency technique for \-,'
frequency comparison.
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ln the continental U.S., frequency standard comparisons to an accuracy of a part in '1010 can
be approached in an 8 hour period. A 30 day period may give accuracies of parts in 'l0tz. The
local standard being calibrated must, of course, be of a quality commensurate with the
realization of such high accuracies. NBS station WWVB, at Ft. Collins, Colorado, is kept to
within a tolerance limit of 1 part in 1011.

The receiver and comparatgr system phase track a voltage-controlled oscillator with the trans-
mitted signal. The local frequency standard is then compared to the phase tracking oscillator.
The comparator's strip chart recorder makes a continuous recording of the phase differences,
measured in ps.

ANTENNA

HASE LOCKED CRYSTAL OSCILLATO

PHASE DETECTOR

LINEAR
PHASE COMPARATOR

LOCAL
STANDARD FREQUENCY

Figure 4-3. LF or VLF Frequency Determination

In operating the receiver-comparator, the user should always consider the system as a whole:

1) Transmitted signal;
2l Transmission path;
3) Receiver-comparatorsystem;
4l Local standard.

The first two parts of the system are not under the user's control, so he must choose his ob-
servation time when a frequency standard signal is being ransmitted and when transmission
conditions are optimum. He should keep up to date on the NBS or other low frequency services
by requesting to be placed on the appropriate mailing list of the transmitting agency (seeAN 52-1).

P
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VLF OR LF RECEIVER

OSCILLATOR

STRIP CHART
RECORDER
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Antenna location and orientation are important. Best location is on the roof of a building on
the side facing the transmitter. The antenna should clear by 3 feet or more any metal structure,
roof, etc. \-/

The receiver-comparator plots the phase difference of a locally generated signalvs. that of the
received carrier by means of a strip chart recorder.

It is possible to make frequency comparisons by measuring changes in phase, over a period of
time, between a locally generated signal (from a quartz crystal oscillator, counter time base,

etc.) and the received carrier. The fractional frequency offset of the local signal with respect
to the received signal is equivalent to the change in the phase measured over a time interval.
The receiver-comparator plots this phase difference as a function of time with, under labora-
tory conditions, a resolution better than 1 ps of phase difference.

The slope of the trace made by the strip chart recorder is, at a given instant, proportional to
the frequency offset between the local standard and the received signal d{,/dt. lt is possible to
interpret the chart trace by selecting two points on the trace some distance apart in chart time
and to read off the change. lf N is the difference in prs of two readings three hours apart, then
N can be said to be the average frequency offset of the local oscillator in parts in 1010.

This is apparent from the following:

Nmicroseconds- N - N
3 hours 3(3500)105 ',|010

The fractional time error corresponds to the fractional frequency error:

l+Fl+h 
+Nx1o-10

OTHER LFNLF SINGLE FREQUENCY TECHNIQUES-WhiIe no other LF or VLF comparison
method offers the convenience and simplicity afforded by use of the receiver-comparator just
described, there are a number of equipment arrangements which can be used.

Two methods are discussed here. One involves the use of an electronic counter in its time
interval mode for the comparison and the other uses an oscilloscope display.

The system that employs a simple LTNLF receiver, a time interval counter and other equipment,
shown in Figure 4-4, could serve to determine the drift of a local standard such as a quartz
crystal oscillator.

START INPUT STOP INPUT

Figure 4-4. LF/VLF Comparison System Using a Counter

TUNABLE
LFIVLF RECEIVER

HP 53284
COUNTER

HP 59303A

DIGITAL TO
ANALOG

CONVERTER

HP 680

STRIP CHART
RECORDER

HP 1O5A/B
FREQUENCY STANDARD

kHz OR 1 PPS

(sEE TEXT)

TIME COUNT
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For example, suppose the 60 kHz signal from NBS station WWVB is to be the reference. The
Model 105A/B Quartz Oscillator output drives the K09-59991A clock. The clock's 1 ppS output
is used to start the interval count and the received 60 kHz carrier is used to stop it. The Model
5328A Counter's trigger level and slope controls permit the selection of precisely repeatable
points on the start and stop waveforms. The Model 59303A Digital-Analog Converter and the
Model 680 Recorder make, from the time interval counter's measurements, a continuous record
from which the relative time-drift of the local oscillator can easily be determined.

A short calculation indicates that this method makes possible a comparison accuracy of a part
in 109 or better in an hour. Since there are approximately 4 x 10g microseconds in t hour, a
frequency difference of 1 part in 1S between the received signal and that from the local stan-
dard would result in a time drift of about 4 microseconds over a t hour measurement. This value
is found to be well within the resolution of the equipment.

Calculation of the frequency error of the local standard can be made as described in Section
lll and is based upon the time drift of the average time interval readings.

A comparison method that, using an oscilloscope, makes possible a visual comparison of a
local oscillator against LTNLF signals and can be set up as shown in Figure 4-5.

The signal is received and amplified and is displayed on the oscilloscope (vertical axis), which is
synchronized externally by a signal from the local standard being compared.

Comparison measurements are made by positioning the zero crossing of the waveform to some
reference point on the oscilloscope and observing the amount and direction of drift over a
period of time. A drift toward the right of the screen indicates that the frequency of the local
standard is high, whereas a drift to the left indicates that the frequency is low. Average frequency
error may be calculated from the following relationship:

where
#l:l+l

averaSe frequency error

amount of drift during period T
comparison period

Comparison accuracy of
calibration accu r?cf t and
that frequency standards
brated by this method.

this technique is determined
the user's ability to integrate
with accuracy requirements

by oscilloscope trigger stability, sweep
and resolve At. lt is not recommended
better than several parts in 10e be cali-

Figure 4-5. VLF/LF Comparison Using an Oscilloscope

HP 181A

OSCILLOSCOPE

SYNTHESIZER VLF RECEIVER

\-
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TORAN C NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Loran-C (LOng RAnge Navigation) is a navigation system, currently available in some parts
of the Northern Hemisphere, designed to provide precise position for ships, submarines,
and aircraft. Early in the 1960's NBS examined the Loran C navigation System to determine
its usefulness in time and frequency distribution. Since then, the Loran-C transmitters have
been cesium stabilized and today the system is one of the most accurate time transfer
medium available via radio waves.

The Loran-C navigation system is operated by the U.S. Coast Guard. The carrier frequency is

100 kHz, with a 20 kHz bandwidth, and the transmission format uses pulsed transmission.
There are currently 30 transmitting stations organized into seven chains, around the world.
Expansion of coverage to new areas is underway, with Western U.S. coverage due in 1977.
Each chain consists of one master station and two or more slave stations. Table 4-2 contains
a listing of the seven Loran-C chains.

CHAIN STATIONS

U .S. East Coast

\-,

'\.-,

Mediterranean

Norwegian Sea

North Atlantic

North Pacific

Central Pacific

Northwest Pacific

M
W
X

Y

Z

M
X

Y

Z

M
W
X

Y

Z

M
W
X

Z

M
X

Y

Z

M
X

Y

M
W
X

Y

Z

Carolina Beach, NC
Jupiter, FL

Cape Race, NF
Nantucket ls., MA
Dana, lN

Simeri Crichi, ltaly
Lampedusa, ltaly
Kargabarun, Turkey
Estartit, Spain

Ejde, Faroe ls.
Sylt, Cermany
Bo, Norway
Sandur, lceland
Jan Mayen, Norway

Angissoq, Greenland
Sandur, lceland
Ejde, Faroe ls.
Cape Race, NF

St. Paul, Pribiloff ls.
Attu, AK
Port Clarenc€, AK
Sitkinak, AK

Johnston ls.
Upolo Pt., Hl
Kure, Midway lslands

lwo Jima, Bonin lslands
Marcus lsland
Hokkaido, Japan
Gesashi, Okinawa
Yap, Caroline lslands

Table 4-2. Loran-C Stations

*Approximate va lue
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The repetition rates used in the Loran-C pulse code format provide three basic benefits:
1. The chains and the individual stations can be separated and identified.
2. Coherent stray interference is eliminated.

3. The signal to noise ratio is optimized for a given geographical location.
Accuracy. The Loran-C system provides the capability of obtaining submicrosecond synchro-
nization by use of the groundwave. Skywave users ian obtain +io-sops accuracy. As in any
timekeeping system using radio waves, the accuracy depends upon the variations in the
system. First, the propagation delay and propagation path variations must be known. Second, the
delays through the equipment must be determined and last the operator must have some skill
in cycle selection for accurate time transfer. All of these constants can be determined by means
of a portable clock.

Advantages and Limitations. Loran-C has a number of tremendous advantages to the
timekeeping system user.

1. The transmitters are controlled by redundant cesium standards and are referenced to
UTC (USNO). The USNO publishes weekly phase corrections for the chains.

2. Propagation effects of the groundwave signals allow accuracy of time transfer to about+ 0.3 microsecond. 
-skywave signals can provide + 10-50 ps synchronizations depending

upon the number of hops.

3' The time of coincidence, (TOC) explained in later paragraphs, for time coordinated
chains is provided in advance by USNO.

4. Equipment costs are reasonable, however, they increase as the user's requirements
become more stringent.

ln contrast, the limitations are:

1. The time transfer accuracy is limited to the accuracy to which the delays (equipment
a.nd propagation) are determined. Terrain effects and mixed sea and tanO'pittts timit
the obtainable accuracy.

2. Local clock time must be known to better than half the chain repetition period to elimi-
nate Group Repetition Period (GRp) ambiguity (typically -10 milliseconds;.

3. cycle selection is difficult and requires highly skiiled operators.

4. Coverage is not global.

Time and Frequency Determination. The Loran-C system does not broadcast a time code
signal. Therefore, it is important to know the time-of-coincidence (TOC) of a Loran-C
signal relative to a UTC second. Each chain transmits in a particular foimat, as shown in the
example of Figure 4-6. Within the Group Repetition Period, CRP, (a different CRp is assigned to
each chain), the master station transmits exactty spaced groups of nine pulses. Each of tf,e slave
stations transmits, in turn, eight pulses within the CRp.

There is only one GRP that will provide a TOC every second. The period between a pulse
coinciding with one UTC second and another pulse-UTC-second tbc, depends upon the
repetition rate of the chain. Each chain is assigned a different repetition period. The avail-
able rates are shown in Table 4-3 as well as t6e period of time between UTc seconds and
Loran-C rate coincidence. The TOC varies for the different rates; for example, a repetition
period of 59,400 ps gives a coincidence interval of zgz seconds, whereas 

" 
i.t" of 2i,500 ps

repeats every 159 seconds. The USNO publishes the periodic coincidence from an arbitrary
origin in null ephemeris tables for each calendar year in Series 9 of the Time Service An-
nouncements. The initial date (epoch) for all Loran-C master stations has been arbitrarily
set at 00h00m00s, l January 195b.'lf coincidence measurements are to be made using slave
stations, the user must account for the corresponding emission delays.
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Figure 4-6. Loran-C Pulse Croup Format

Figure 4-7. Loran-C Timekeeping System
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Now that we have an idea of the type of pulses transmitted by the Loran-C network, let us
examine how we can make use of this navigation system for time transfer and timekeeping.

Figure 4-7 shows one equipment configuration, out of several, for receiving and utilizing
Loran-C transmissions for tirne transfer. ln this particular equipment configuration, the local
clock's 1 PPS is used to start a time interval counter and the output of the Loran-C receiver
is used to stop the counter. The output of the Loran-C receiver is a 1 PPS phase-locked to the
received signal and synchronized to agree with the TOC. Using the count on the Time lnter-
val Counter and published USNO data we can determine the differencb between UTC
(USNO) and the local clock.

Table 4-3. Loran-C Croup Repetition .Periods

\.-

GROUP REPETITION

PERIOD ps

50,000
49,900
49,800
49,700
49,500
49,500
49,400
49,300

60,000
59,900
59,800
59,700
59,600
59,500
59,400
59,300

80,000
79,900
79,900
79,700
79,600
79,500
79,400
79,300

100,000
99,900
99,800
99,700
99,600
99,500
99,400
99,300

*UIS - Universal Time Second or UTC Second.

PERIOD OF TIME BETWEEN
UTS* AND LORAN RATE

cor NCt DENCES (SECON DS)

1

499
249
497

31

99
247
493

3

599
299
597

149
119
297
s93

2

799
399
797
199
1s9
397
793

1

999
499
997

249
199
497

993
\-
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UTC (USNO)-UTC (local) : td + ts - tm

where
td : propagation path delay as computed or measured by portable clock trip
ts = Lora'n-C transmitter station error as published in USNO Publication Series 4: Daily

Phase Values and Time Differences
tm : measured time difference between received Loran-C pulse and local clock.

Example: At the Hewlett-Packard plant in
local clock (a H P 5061A) was compared
West Coast station (4930).

Santa Clara, California on 10 September 1975, the
against the Loran-D (similar format to Loran-C)

td : 2198.8 ps

ts :"11.4ps (from Series 4 dated 11 September 1975, copy contained in Appendix E)

tm :2209.8ps (measured with an HP 53454 Electronic Counter)
therefore; urc (usNo)-urc (Hp) : td + ts - tm: 2198.8 + 11.4 - 2209.8

UTC (USNO)-UTC (HP) : *0.4pts

which means that the HP local clock was 400 nanoseconds behind UTC (USNO) on l0September
1975.

TETEVISION SIGNATS

There are several ways television signals can be used to disseminate time and frequency de-
pending on required accuracy, available television accuracy, determination of propagation
delays, etc. There are two basic techniques possible with television signals; passive and active.
ln passive techniques, the TV signal simply acts as a transfer standard for either time or fre-
quency or both. Active techniques involve the unused TV spectrum being used to carry time
information. The techniques described in this section pertain to allTV systems, but the discus-
sion centers around the National Television Systems Committee (NTSC) system in use in the
u.s.

One passive time transfer technique involves two or more clock locations receiving the same
TV transmitter signals. This technique places no restrictions on the individual transmitter. lt
does require that the clocks to be located within the viewing area of the transmitter. A second
passive technique involves two or more clocks receiving the same network broadcast originat-
ing from the same studio but relayed to and transmitted by two or more stations in different
viewing areas. ln this type of technique the system delays must be known as well as the pro-
pagation path delays for each individual transmitter and receiver when doing time syn-
chronization. The unknown delays do not affect frequency calibration accuracy.

ln one particular experimental time transfer system using passive TV techniques, the USNO
obtained the cooperation of a local Washington, D.C. TV station. The color subcarrier f requency,
3.5795 454 . . . MHz, is stabilized with a cesium beam frequency standard and phase shifted so
that sync pulses in the vertical interval coincide with 1 PPS signals referenced to the USNO
master clock. Specifically, the line-10 pulse marker (odd field) is compared against a one-second
pulse of the USNO master clock. A time of coincidence (TOC) between the two pulses occurs
every 1001 seconds (16 min 41 sec) due to the repetition rate of the TV frame (33.366 667 ms per
frame).

Accuracy. The accuracy obtained using television depends on:

1) The particular method being used;
2) The degree to which the television signal is related to UTC time scale (in some methods);
3) The calculation accuracy for propagation path delays.

\.-/

\-/

\-/
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It is possible to obtain_time accuracy of a few microseconds using a passive line 10 technique
from stabilized network programs in the U.S. Using the passive technique previously described
for local service areas, time transfer can be made with an accuracy of better than fOO nano-
seconds. Using the technique proposed by the USNO, clocks can be synchronized within the
local Tv service area to within a few nanoseconds of the referenced clock.

Advantages and Limitations. Table 4-4 lists the advantages and limitations of the various TV
time and frequency transfer techniques.

Table 4-4. Advantages and Limitations of TV Time and Frequency Transfer

Television Technique Limitations

L.

Transfer standard (differential)
using a TV sync pulse received
in a TV transmitter local ser-
vice area.

Transfer standard (d ifferential )

using received TV line-10
throughout continental U.S.

Real time transfer from time-
scale-related transm issions
(line-10 in local TV service
area).

Precise clock comparisons can be made to
about several microseconds nearly anywhere
throughout continental U.S.
Three television networks with atomic clock
references (Rb) provide redundancy and
enable cross synchronization; system has no
effect on network programming.
One-a-day measurements are adequate for
precise frequency standards.
Users can compare TV line-'l0 measurementg
with published NBS and USNO values andl
relate time scales if propagation path is

calibrated.
Modular frame intervals can permit advance
predicted TV delays.

1. Clock readings must be taken simultaneously
by timing centers requiring synchronization.

2. Data must be exchanged between participating
stations after the fact of measurement.

3. Technique gives only comparative clock dif-
ferences. Calibrated path delays between
stations is required for absolute time compari-
son.

4. Coverage limited to line of sight VHF or UHF
signals which may be subject ro multipath
interference within a local TV service area.

1. Microwave paths can be interrupted or net-
works rerouted without notice.

2. Clock readings must be made simultaneously
by all stations requiring synchronization.

3. Measurements require simultaneous viewing
of "live" broadcasts originating from New
York City studios for near-continental cover-
age; present network distribution system uses
a delay tie-in with West Coast transmission
lines which limits coverage of West Coast area;
also there is limited availability of simul-
taneous viewing of nationwide network pro-
8rams.

4. System will not work with tape delays.
5. NBS and USNO measurements are not made

on weekends and reference data at these times
are unavailable.

6. Line-10 TV system ambiguity is -33 ms.
7. Propagation anomalies may limit system's

usefulness in some areas of the continental
U.S.

1. Requires installation of atomic cesium clock
and phase shifting synthesizer at local TV
transmitter.

2. Absolute clock calibrations require knowledge
of delay between the transmitter atomic
standard and local standard at TV receiving
site.

3. Clock time must be known to half the system
ambiguity or -15 ms.

4. Coverage limited to line of sight VHF or UHF
signals which may be subject to multipath
interference within a local TV service area.

Advantages

1. Precise clock comparisons can be made to
better than 100 ns.

2. Comparisons can be made at any time during
transmission without modification or inf luence
on network programming.

3. Method is independent of microwave network
routing.

4. Comparison equipment at a receiving station
is relatively inexpensive.

5. Measurement methods are simple.
6. Simultaneous clock measurements can be

made at an unlimited number of stations
within a local service area.

1. System can set or synchronize clocks within
the local TV service area to a few nanoseconds
of a reference clock.

2. The stabilized modular frame intervals permit
prediction of TOC between 1 pps of an atomic
time scale and emitted line-10 odd pulses,
months in advance. This allows construction
of TOC charts and independent clock synchro-
nizations.

3. System will operate with existing line-10 TV
receivers.

4. Operation is without interference or effect on
regular programming.

5. Measurement methods are simple.\-.
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Time and frequency Determination. The equipment setup for the passive line-10 techniques
is shown in Figure 4-8. For the two methods described previously using line-10, dif-
ferences occur in the techniques involved rather than the equipment required.

As shown in Figure 4-8, the equipment required is:

1) A TV receiver;
2) A line-10 pulse generator;
3) The local standard;
4l A time interval counter;
5) An optional digital recorder (printer).

The basic measurement between two or more locations involves each observer starting a time
interval qounter with a 1 PPS tick at an agreed upon time. The counter is then stopped with
the next TV line-10 sync pulse. The observers at each location must communicate with each
other and calculate the difference in their respective time interval readings. ln the case of the
network system, reference time interval readings are published by NBS and USNO at specific
times of day. The NBS publications include data on the West Coast networks as supplied
by the Hewlett-Packard Company. The difference in the readings is the sum of the clock
errors and the difference in total path delays.

lf time is to be transferred from one location to another via a single TV transmitter, the
distance from the TV transmitter location to each of the receivers can be computed. ln
addition the propagation delay calculated as described in Appendix A for millisecond
accuracies or for microsecond accuracy a portable clock type would be required.

LOCAL TV
RECEIVER

\--,

\-,

10 MHz
DIGITAL

COUNTER

VHF VIDEO
/ SIGNAL FROM

/ / r LocALrv

l(((rRANSMrrrER
ABOUT

5000 pV SIGNAL

OUTPUT FROM
1st VIDEO

AMPLIFIER

LOCAL ATOMIC
CLOCK

LINE.-10 PREAMP
PULSE GENERATOR

TIME
2O:25:00 UT

PRINTER
1 COUNT

PER SECOND

Figure 4-8. Typical Line-l0 fy Receiver Equipment Configuration

1 pp TV FRAMT

(=30pps )
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Example:
It is mutually agreed that two stations, with identical equipment, equidistant from Channel 5
located nearby will compare their clocks each day at 12h10m00s each day. ln the month of Au-
gust they obtain the following results:

TIME INTERVAT MEASUREMENT (psec)
Date Receiver 1 Receiv e] 2 Difference

9 2973.7 2637.6 335.'l
10 2437 .5 2100.3 337 .2
11 2556.5 2219.1 338.4
12 2097.3 1757.8 339.5
13 1976.5 1635.8 340.7

The data gives a At : 1.1psec/day with no apparent aging or drift effects (measurement over
a longer time would provide a better comparison of aging or frequency drift between the two
clocks). The frequency offset for the two clocks can be computed by:

:lf.psec-- :1.27x10-11 frequency offset (difference) between the two clocks.
24 hours

It should be noted that for this particular example, the equipment was the same in both re-
ceivers and hence the difference in system delays was negligible (this should be verified in an
actual situation). Secondly, the receivers were equidistant from the transmitter and therefore
the propagation path delay difference was negligible.

Of course the system and path delays are only important for time transfer (such as the USNO
system) and not frequency comparison since frequency comparison is dependent only upon
the relative rate difference of the two clocks. The initialization of the two clocks can be ac-
complished via a portable clock or if a portable clock is not available, the clock which is to be
designated the remote site could be transported to the master clock location, synchronized,
and then returned to its own location. Unfortunately, for this particular time and frequency
transfer technique, the two clocks must be within 33 ms of each other to remove ambiguity
of framing pulses. The use of a flying clock could also provide a means of calibrating the
propagation path delays. ln the table of measurements, the actual time interval measure-
ment changed from day-to-day although the difference was fairly constant. The randomness
is due to the fact that the TV frequency differs from UTC by about -300 x 10-to and the
frame rate is not coincident with 1 PPS. The stability of the TV transmitter is unimportant in
this case. What is important is that the two clocks measure time from the same pulse.

NETWORK TV USACE-The equipment setup is the same for this technique as shown in Figure
4-8. All three of the major U.S.A. networks (ABC, NBC, CBS) stabilize their color subcarrier
(3.579 .. . MHz) using Rubidium frequency standards. The frequency, however, is offset by
about -300x10-to due to the fact that the Rubidium standards were installed during the time
when the UTC was offset -300x10{o relative to atomic time, AT (the official offset is cur-
rently zero).

All three of the networks are monitored in frequency relative to the NBS and USNO and data
are published to indicate the performance of the network frequencies. The fact that the
networks' frequencies are available to a large number of users and the receiving equipment
is relatively inexpensive makes it very attractive as a time and frequency transfer medium.
Information regarding the use of a low cost comparator for direct frequency comparison
against the TV color subcarrier frequency (3.579 ... MHz) is available from NBS, Time and
Frequency Services Section, Boulder, Colorado, 80302.

There are three major problems in using network TV signals in the U.S. First, the propagation
path can change due to changes in the routing of the TV signal over microwave networks, etc.

Af _AtTT
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Second, the show being used must be a broadcast originating from the network studio. This
separites the West Coast from the East Coast and Midwest portions of the U.S. due to the
fact that almost all programs from the East Coast are retransmitted on the West Coast at

a later time. Data on the West Coast transmissions are now being published by NBS.

Third, to use the networks as a frequency standard requires that the user take his measure-
ments and then wait for the NBS and USNO to publish data on the network performance or
call either agency before he can verify his own performance. This delay creates a lag in
being able to correct his own frequency. However, with reasonable reliability one can ex-

trapolate the NBS and USNO frequency data since the network Rubidium clocks are seldom

changed.

TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER USINC NETWORK TV-The broadcasts over network TV
can be used to transfer time and frequency from one location to another. The technique is the
same as if the same transmitter were used except that now the same program source is used.,
i.e., the netvvork studio. However, the delay from the studio to each location must be deter-
mined for time transfer and the same network program must be used. The delay can be cali-
brated using a portable clock.

EXPERIMENTAL TVTECHNIQUES-The cesium stabilized line-10system developed by the USNO
is currently an experimental system. The potential for this system to become operational ap-
pears to be in the distant future due to the costs involved.

PORTABLE CTOCKS

The most accurate and reliable method for transferring time from one location to another
involves physically transporting a clock from one site to the other. This technique is

by no means a new one. lnternational comparisons were made by carrying piezo resonators to
seven laboratories in ltaly, France, England and the United States in 1923. Primary frequency
standards were shown to be in agreement to within 1 part in 1G. Several portable clock trips
were conducted between 1923 and 1964 using quartz oscillators and early cesium standards.
The accuracies obtained during these trips varied between 3 parts in 1()5 to several parts in '1010.

ln 1954 Hewlett-Packard initiated a series of experimental flying clock trips. The last of the se-
ries was conducted in 1967.1n the last trip, which took 41 days,53 locations in 18 countries
were visited. The clocks were transported over 10O000 km with time correlations accurate to
about 0.1ps. The time closure between the reference clock and the two portable clocks was

3.5prs corresponding to frequency differences of 5 and 10 parts in '1013 between the portable
standards and the reference.

Since the first availability of the HP 5060A and its successor, the HP 5061A Cesium Beam Fre-
quency Standards, numerous government and commercial agencies and organizations have
conducted portable clock time transfers with excellent success.

Accuracy. As mentioned before, the portable clock technique for transferring time is the
most accurate of the commonly used practices. Time transfer can be accomplished within
100 ns and frequency can be transferred with an accuracy of 1 part in 10-t2 for one trip
and parts in 10-1a for multiple trips using cesium clocks. Other clocks such as rubidium
and quartz can be used but with lesser accuracy.

Advantages and Limitations. The advantages of the portable clock technique include:
1. Microsecond time synchronization of remote clocks can be obtained without a depend-

ent radio link and the corresponding delays and propagation errors.

2. Manpower needs are minimal and equipment normally can be found in a standards
laboratory.

\-/
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3. The portable clocks are relatively lightweight, rugged and can operate from either
internal standby batteries or external AC/DC sources.

4. The portable clocks are easily transported by commercial airlines and automobiles.

5. Newer portable cesium standards are relatively insensitive to shock and vibration,
smaller in size and lighter in weight.

Limitations are:
1. The most accurate portable clocks are expensive, and the technique requires physical

transportation of the clocks which in itself can be expensive. The accuracy obtainable is
directly related to the cost of the clock.

2. The clocks are usually handcarried and, although experience has indicated high reliabil-
ity, there is the possibility of the clocks stopping or changing rate enroute due to power
outages, excessive vibration, or environmental changes of temperature, humidity or
air pressure.

3. lt is difficult or impossible to make side-by-side comparisons at some locations due to
inaccessibility such as certain islands, mountain stations, etc. tn these cases, an aircraft
fly-over technique can be used, but the cost of the operation increases significantly.
The aircraft fly-over technique is described in detail in NBS Monograph 140.

Time and Frequency Transfer. Accomplishing a time and frequency transfer using a port-
able clock is a relatively simple task. Figure 4-9 shows a typical equipment configuration at the
master clock location. lf we wish to initially set a remote clock,there are basically two methods
which can be used depending upon the initial accuracy desired. The most accurate technique
requires that the transfer clock (portable clock) be initially compared and set both in frequency
and time as closely as possible with the master clock.

The procedure is as follows:
Using a linear phase-comparator (such as K05-5060A or K19-5061A) and a strip chart recorder,
compare the relative phase drift of the 5 MHz signal from the two standards long enough to
achieve the level of measurement accuracy desired.

5 MHz

Figure 4-9. Typical Portable Clock Equipment Setup (at Master Station)

HP 50614
CESIUM STANDARD

HP 5061A
CESIUM STANDARD

START I I STOP

K02-5060A
PORTABLE

POWER SUPPLY

K05-5060A
LINEAR PHASE

COMPARATOR

HP 5328A
TIME INTERVAL

COUNTER
HP 680

STRIP CHART RECORDER
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Example:
The accuracy desired is that obtainable with the High Performance Cesium Beam Frequency \-/
Standards, HP 5051A with Option fi)4. Assume that all three standards (master, portable, and
remote) are High Performance Units. The settability of the HP 5061A Option 004 is 1x10i3
(using the HP 10638A Degausser).

At 5 MHz each minor division on the HP 680A Strip Chart Recorder corresponds to4ns of phase.

tf we watch the phase chart and detect 4ns phase change in 67 minutes (4000 secs) then the
frequency offset is

af l-lall-$'to4 - 1x.to{2
f I ltl +xto

This measured frequency offset tells us that we have to correct the frequency of the portable
clock by 10x10{3. The direction of the phase change will tell us which direction it must be
corrected. By adjusting the portable clock oscillators fine frequency control knob from 250 to
200 in OPEN LOOP, we can note the direction of the phase change. The portable clock fre-
quency is now low and will lose time. Reset to 250 and close the loop.

NOTE: Also make a notation as to the inputs to the K05-5060A. ln f uture setups noting the con-
nections to the inputs will determine which unit is fast or slow relative to other.

Using the C-field knob we can adjust the portable clock frequency by 10x10-13. Each minor
division of the C-field knob corresponds to 5x10-14 (increasing numbers will increase fre-
quency), therefore the number of minor divisions is

ffi=zo
Once again, measure the frequency difference using the linear phase comparator. lf the ad-
justment has been properly made, the time required to measure a 4ns phase change should be
greater than 11.1 hours (40,0(X) s), assuming the adjustment is better than the settability
spec, 1x10-13.

Now that the frequency has been set, we can set the time in the portable clock. To do this first
requires that the clock display be adjusted to correspond within 1 sec of the master clock. This
is easily accomplished using the pushbuttons on the clock. Once the time is set to the nearest
second, a cable is connected from the 1 PPS output of the master clock to the SYNC input of
the portable clock and the SYNC button is pressed. The portable clock is now synchronized to
within 10+1ps delay of the master clock. Now connect the master clock 1 PPS to the START

input of a time interval counter and the portable clock 1 PPS to the STOP input of the counter.
Measure the time interval between the two pulses. The two pulses can be manually adjusted to
within +50ns of each other using the thumbwheel TIME DELAY switches and the 0-1psec TIME
DELAY control.

The time difference, frequency offset, and time of measurement should be noted.
Move the portable clock to the remote site and perform steps 1 through 6 again, only this time
the portable clock is the master and the remote clock is adjusted relative to the portable clock.
Return the portable clock to the master clock site and again measure the time interval between
the two clocks.

Example:

1. ln transferring time from one location to another we use a portable clock. ln setting the
portable clock we note a time difference (measured) of 45 ns (behind the master clock)
at the measurement time of 12h15m00s 12 April 1974.The frequency offset at this time
was 1 x 10{r as we previously adjusted.

2. At the remote site we set the remote clock and measured a time difference of 50 ns

with the portable clock behind the remote clock. We adjusted the remote clock to within

\-/
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1 x 10{3 of the portable clocks frequency. The time of measurement for the time
interval reading was 12h15m00s 18 April1974.

3. Returning the portable clock to the master clock site and making another time interval mea-
surement (closure of the loop) we find a time difference of 776nsec ahead of the master
clock. We attempted to make the two portions of the trip as equal as possible to simplify
the error apportionment, therefore, when we returned the measurement was made
at 12h15m00s 24 April1974.

DateW
1B April 74
24 April 74

Measurement Number
1

2

3

Master-portable - 45ns
Remote-portable: 50ns
Master-portable - -776ns

\-

12 Oct 74
18 Oct 74
18 Oct 74

24 Oct 74

Subtracting reading 1 from reading 3 we get

Attotal :At3-At1
Attotat : -776ns - (45)ns : -821ns

Therefore on 18 April 1974, the remote clock was set relative to the master clock as calculated
below:

Master-portable : 45 + (- E1; : -365.5ns, 2,

and subtracting reading 2

master-portable : -365.5ns
-(remote-portable) = - 50. ns

master-remote - -415.5ns

We might note here that we are unconcerned about readjusting the frequency offsets as mea-
sured. The only purpose in adjusting the frequencies for an initiil clock setting is to try to bring
the clocks closer together in frequency so that they might keep close relativeiime foi a longei
period. The frequency adjustment or measurement could have been eliminated if we were un-
concerned about their relative frequencies. The relative frequencies might not be important to
us at this time if we know the instruments are operating properly and within the manufacturer's
specifications. The accuracy of the HP 5061A Option 004 High Perfofmance Cesium Standard
is +7x10-tz. Therefore, the maximum two units could be apart is 1.4x10j1. lf this frequency
offset is within the timekeeping system requirements there is little gained in making the fre-
quency adjustment in an initial time synchronization. However, the frequency measurement
might still be made just to assure us that the instruments are operating properly.

The maintenance of a timekeeping system using portable clocks is not difficult. Periodic trips
are made back to the remote sites and time measurements and adjustments made. For example,
let us continue the previous example:

Measurement
Date Number Measurement Remarks

1

2

3

4

Master-portable : 45ns
Remote-portable - 847L 5ns
Remote-portable - 45ns
Master-portable - +44.5ns

Attotal -Atg-Att
- 455ns - 45ns - 410ns

Before reset
After Resynch ron ization

\-
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Therefore, on 18 October 1974

master-portable (adjusted I : 45 1 410 : 250ns
2

master-portable - 250 ns

-( remote-portable) - -847'1. 5ns

master-remote = -8221.5ns (on 18 October 1974)

which indicates the remote clock is fast relative to the master.

From this information we can now calculate the average frequency offset between the mas-
ter and remote clocks during the six month period.

Af__ At

where At - (master-remotehB Oct - (master-remote)18 Apr

- -8221.5ns - (-415.5ns) - - 7806 ns

andt-183days

_ _ 4t _ 7806 x 10-e second : *4.94x.10-13t 183 days x 86400 +day

Thus, the remote clock can be either adjusted or the frequency offset just noted, depend-
ing on whether the performance is within the established system tolerances.

The calculation of the resynchronized time setting error is:

master-portable : 250ns

-(remote-portable) : -45ns

master-remote : 205ns

lf more than one remote clock is involved in the system and compared on the same portable
clock trip, the closure error can be allocated to each clock listed in proportion to the time of
measurement to total trip time.

OTHER TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER METHODS

ln this section we have examined several of the more popular techniques of time and f requency
transfer. There are several other techniques using a variety of radio waves. The techniques are
basically the same as those already discussed. Each technique requires a good receiver to receive
a stable signal and appropriate processing equipment as required. NBS Monograph 1,10 de-
scribes several techniques using satellites (including Transit and Timation) microwave links,
Omega,very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), pulsars, and the ac power line.

Af
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APPENDIX A

RADIO PROPAGATION PATH DETAYS

To accomplish time transfer via radio waves, the radio propagation path delay has to be deter-
mined- as accurately as possible. lf microsecond or sub-miciosecond accuracies are required
then the path delay must be determined by a portable clock trip. lf only millisecond accuracies
are required, then calculations can be accomplished of the Creat Circle distance and the asso-
ciated propagation path delay.

COMPUTATION OF THE GREAT CIRCTE DISTANCE

With the advent of hand-held scientific calculators such as the Hp-21 or Hp-25 calculators, the
Great Circle distance can be quickly calculated provided the latitude and longitude of both
the transmitter and receiver are known.

D : cos-l [sin(lat4) *sin(latg) * cos(lat4) *cos(latg) *cos(lngg + lngn)] *60

Where D : Creat Circle distance in nautical miles and sign between lng is * if A and B are not
on same side of Equator.

Example:
What is the Creat Circle distance between wwv (Ft. coltins, Colorado) and paloAlto, California.

\-
WWV

Palo Alto

L ngB-L ngA

Latitude : Lat4 - 40041' : 40.68333 . . . o

Longitude - LngA - 105"02' - 105.0333 . .

Latitude : Latg - 37023' : 37.38333 . . . o

Longitude - LngB - 122o09': 122.15o
- 122009' - 105002' - 17.11666670

D : cos-1 [sin(lat4) *sin(latg) * cos(lat4) *cos(latg) *cos(lngg - lng4)] *G0

using the HP-21

820. 4908374 nautical m iles
1519.549 km

TRANSMISSION MODES

The. ground-wave propagation path (most LF transmissions under 1000 km and HF transmissions
under 100 km)closely follows the Great Circle route between the transmitter and receiver. How-
ever, HF transmissions over a distance of more than about 160 kilometers fotlow sky-wave paths.
VLF transmissions from distances over 1000 km are almost pure skywaves; but for s'horter ranges
the received signals are a varying mixture of several paths. VLF skywavesare reflected from ihe
D.layer at heights of 70 km daytime and 90 km at night. LF skywaves are reflected from the
E layer.

D_
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HT $GNAI MUITIPIE HOPS

The maximum distance that can be spanned by a single hop (i.e. one reflection from the iono-
sphere) via the t2layer is about 4000 km (Figure A-1). Therefore, the fewest number of hops be-
tween transmitter and receiver is the next integer greater than the Great Circle distance (in
kilometers) divided by a000. Transmission modes with one or two more hops than the minimum
number of hops occur frequently (Figure A-3), but modes of higher order are greatly attenuated
during transmission and are of little concern.

1000 2000 30

GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE (PER HOP)

Figure A-1 . Transmission Delay Craph
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Example 1: Find the minimum number of hops for a distance of 3923 km.Solution: A one-hop F2 mode is possible (igZZ + 4000 <1)-
Example 2: what modes are lrkely io be received at a distance of 76g7 km?solution: .Two-hop, three-hop, and four-hop Ft ;;;;'.un u" u*pu.,"a (7ffi7 + 4ooo >1,

but <2).

\-,

Useful transmissiont 
Y,^"_,.h" 

E tayer (daytime only) are usually timited to one-hop modes up toa distance of about 2400 km.

Remember that some locatio-ns may receive transmissions from both the E and F2layers andthat transmissions may be reflected occassionally from laylrs othe, than E and F2

The following approach should improve your estimate of propagation delay:

Determine which modes are possible at your location.

Tune to the highest frequency which provides consistent reception to reduce interferencefrom high-order modes

lf several modes arebeing received (indicated by multiple tick reception or tick jitter betr,veenfairly constant positions), select the tick with eirliest irtiuri iire for measurements.

After plotting time measurements for several weeks, either disregard measurements which
are conspicuously out of place, or correct measurement to the mire likely r"J" ir the plot
is mistimed by the difference in time between possible modes.

gtYls.j-,."*'"*-

TRANS-
M ITTER

Figure A-2. Sing/e- hop Sky-wave paths

Figure A-3. Multiple-hop Transmission path
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HEIGHT OF IONOSPHERE

Long-distance HF transmissions are usuaily reflected from the F2layer, which varies in height
from about 250 to 450 km. Experience has shown that the virtual height of the F2 layer averages
about 350 km (Figure A-2). Unless special studies permit determination of layer height,
350 km can be used for delay estimation.

The E layer is dense enough to reflect HF transmissions only during the daytime at a virtual
height of about 125 km (Figure A-2). One hop E modes may provide very steady daytime
reception at distances up to abqut 2400 km.

DETAY DETERMINATION

Once the transmitter-to-receiver distance, possible transmission modes, and layer heights have
been determined, transmission delay can be found graphically from Figure A-1. The shaded
area along the F2 curve shows the possible extremes of height variation.

As shown in the following examples, the delay for a one-hop mode can be read directly from
the transmission delay graph for a given distance and layer height.

Example 1: Find the one-hop delay for a distance of 3923 km.
Solution: Expected F2 delay is about 13.50 ms. No one-hop E mode is likely since the dis-

tance is greater than the usual limit ol 2400 km for the one-hop E mode.

Example 2: Find the one-hop delay for a distance of 2200 km.
Solution: Expected F2 delay is about 7.90 ms; expected E delay is about 7.50 ms.

For a multi-hop mode:
a) Determine the distance covered by each hop.
b) Find the delay for a single hop.
c) Multiply the single-hop delay by the number of hops to determine the total delay.

Example 3: Find the two-hop delay for a distance of 3923 km.
Solution: Each 1962 km hop contributes a delay of about 7.15 ms, the totaldelay is 7.15x 2

or 14.30 ms. Note that the two-hop delay for a3923 km distance is 0.7 ms greater
than the one-hop delay for the same distance determined in Example 1 above.

Example 4: Find the three-hop delay for a distance of 7687 km.
Solution: The delay contributed by each 2562km hop is about 9.05 ms; the total delay is

is 9.05 x 3 or 27.15 ms.

Example 5: Find the four-hop delay for a distance of 7687 km.
Solution: The delay contributed by each 1922-km hop is about 6.95 ms; the total delay is

6.95 x 4 or 27.80 ms. Note that the four-hop delay for 7687-km distance is 0.65
ms greater than the three-hop delay for the same distance determined in
example above.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF TIME ERROR

As mentioned in Section ll, the frequency at any time t can
quency shift approximately by a straight line) :

EQUATTON

be expressed (with the rate of fre-

ft : fo *af ,t (Eq. 'l)

t TIME

Figure B-1 . Oscillator Frequency Vs. Time

where: f1 : frequency at time t
fo : initial frequency at time t : o
f, : reference frequency (standard)
a = aging rate or drift

Aging rate or drift rate is the fractional rate of charge of frequency per unit of time. The
aging rate or drift is generally stated in terms of fraciional frequeniy deviation per unit of
time. Fractional frequency deviation is defined as:

Il= Il 1il]

For quartz oscillators the aging rate is normally stated in terms of daily fractional frequency
deviation; e.g., +5 x 10-10/day. Whereas the drift (rather than aging rate) of rubidium
standards is specified on a per month basis; e.g., +1 x 1g-rr7rnon11.r.

Now, since f1 differs by a small amount from fp, the clock, based upon this oscillator, will
gain or lose time because each oscillator cycle is a little short or long. ln the case illustrated by
the. sketch, f1 is increasing with respect to fr; the time of each iycle the oscillator makes
is short by an amount L.

C)z
[rJ
l
o
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G
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Af -f 2-f 1TT'

L- 1 - 1

fr f1
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ln an arbitrarily short time At,
written:

there are f1 At cycles. The incremental time error AE can be

\-/

\-/

AE : Lf tAt

:t+-
+) 

11 At

Taken to the limit,

+) r1d,: (f -') o,

To obtain E,

But:

Therefore:

E --l',:a, - Id-

f -f *af ttor

At t - o, c :Eo, the initial

E:E

tr-f t
r

.*(f ) (Eq . 2l

E {t+dt- I":ftfdt+ [ua,- fd,

*{-t*c

error. Therefore the total time error is:

. atzt+-
2
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APPENDIX C

RECAHBRATION CHARTS FOR QUARTZ
OSCITLATORS AND RUBIDIUM STANDARDS

Figures C-1 and C-2 are useful for gstimating the length in days of the recalibration cycle for
an oscillator with known drift rate to keep the time syitem based on it within prescribed error
limits. A recalibration cycle is the time, in days, that cin be allowed to pass between calibration
adjustments. A shorter cycle (more frequeni adjustments) is needed to keep a system accurate
to +lfi)ps (total time excursion, 2Eo:200ps) than to, say, 1ms.

To use the charts, select the slant line marked for the aging or drift rate (in parts per day for
quartz oscillators and parts per month for rubidium standlrds) of the oscillitoi. Note the inter-
section of this line with the horizontal line corresponding to the permitted error excursion.
This intersection, referred down to the horizontal axis, givls the recalibration cycle.

Example:
A time system is to be maintained to within 10 ms based on a quartz oscillator with a positive
aging rate, a - 5x10-10/dgV. To use the chart to estimate the length of the recalibration cycle,
locate the slant line marked "5x10-10/day" and note its intersection with the horizontal line
corresponding to a total time excursion of 20 ms (+10 ms). The answer read from the chart is 60
days (computed answer using the formulae in Section lt is 60.8 days). Note that to use Figure C-1,
aging rate must be expressed in parts/day and permitted time excursion, in milliseconds.

Example:
A rubidium based time system is to be maintained within 10ps. The drift rate is a positive 1x10-11/
month' Looking at the appropriate slant line corresponding to the drift rate vielas a recalibra-
tion time of 101 days for t6 = 20prs.

These charts provide graphical solutions to the equation:

T -4
2where:

T2
Eo:

a

number of days between oscillator recalibrations
error limit, ms or ps
drift rate, parts/day or parts/month

To obtain a straight-line plot, this equation is placed in slope-intercept form (y = mx * b):

T_2- 16Eo-q(2E )2aao

T -4
2

2E
o

log (2E )
o

-(a)T 2'B' 2

- 2log T- * Iog
2

a

I

The log-log plot is a line with slope

Figure c-1 and c-2 show the regions of interest.

a.
I

\,-

c-1

For selected values of "a",
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To calculate the oscillator's frequency offset fe, it is necessary to know T1. This value is'easily
computed from the value of T' which has been read from the chart for the first example: \-/

\-/

rr :+:ry - 30 days

fo : f, (1- aT1) - f, F - (5x'lo-10) (30)]

: f r
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Frequency offset is, then -150 parts in

DRIFT RATE PREDICTION

It should be recognized that unless the
use of this method may enlarge rather

1010

drift rate actually is the one predicted for the oscillator,
than minimize error. Figure C-3 shows this effect.

ln a typicalcase, frequency drift was assumed to be 3x10{0, parts per day (heavy solid line); the
initial frequency was offset -150 parts in 1010 and the initial time was offset '16 ms to minimize
error over a 100-day period. The plots of Figure C-3 show the increased time error that would
result if oscillator performance were at a drift rate other than the 3 parts in 1Oto predicted say,
at 1, 2, 4 or 5 parts in 1010.

Caution should be exercised in using the derived recalibration times. The equations, as well
as the charts, are based on constant conditions, e.g. temperature, humidity etc. Changing con-
ditions can cause frequency changes which will impact on accumulated time.

\-,

c-5
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APPENDIX D

VARIANCE OF TIME INTERVAL

FOR CALIBRATED CLOCKS*

We assume
a reference
of the clock
interval T.r..svnsr .p

The frequency offset determined during the calibration interval is

Afc-0(tr) _d(to)
f o aloTc

@s : 2rf o

where the reference clock is assumed to have output voltage

vp _ Vo COS @ot

and the system clock has

(Eq. 'l 
)

Vs = Vo cos [orot + O(t)]

The time errot,e, developed during the time, Tp, after applying the correction factor is then just

a calibration time interval, T6, during which the system clock is compared against
to determine its average frequency. Following a dead time, Td, the phase oi time
is measured and we wish to estimate the variance in the indicated time after an

where we assume the correction determined during the calibration is applied.

CLOCK IS READ CLOCK IS
OR SET READ AGAIN

FREQUEN.Y DEAD I I

cALrBRATroru rrue f t

\-

€:Tp Afo

fo
(Eq . 2l

*)
where

*Extracted from an unpublished
Laboratories, undated.

$ _d(t:) -d(tz)
f o ,oTp

paper, same title, by Dr. Len Cutler of Hewlett-Packard

D-1



so th at

Now

and

e -b (0,-0, -e-,-60 \{Ds \ Tp Tc I

?-

Qt-Qz-(Qt-do)

Qz-@r-0o) -0

_ \-/
QtQo

e2: # [* +o].r$ (*.tu,)

- 2 ftfz Q#1 +

.+ to,o.t * QzQo - 2 Qt6o

Ro(rp) RO(rp + ra)

€ is a stationary, Gaussian distributed random variable. Evdn though the phase is not
stationary, we can say, using the autocorrelation function, R(r):

€2 - _b
TC

Rorc)]

. 
+ 

Rotrp + rd + rc) . 
+ 

n4(ra)

_u
Tct

\-/

2Tp

';

+)

?)(a

rp' I
't,J

b
Tc

1

@g

2Tp

Tc

D-2

Rd(Tc + T6)



Then

srnce

r:# 
[ 

drso(r) 
['+

U. - cos 2trf T^
Ta' Y

! cos 2-of1rp + T6)+
Tc

* b cos 2rf T6
Tc

cos 2rf (T, + Td + T.)

cos 2rf (T, + T6)

SO(f) K(f, T),

h
Tc

b
Tc

-Ucos 2nttJ
Tc' J

e-L re Jo dr

I
den

Equation (3), we get

7_2 r
4r.2 "0

sity of

SO(f ) cos 2rf rdf ,

p hase.

(Eq. 3)

(Eq. 4)

Rp(r)

where S6(f) is the one-sided spectral

Let

where

sy (f) -A+q
f

sy(f) =4:f,?10.
@02 fo'

Sy(f) is the fractional frequency spectral density. The phase spectral density is then

sd(f ) sy(f )

to,

f2

:

\-
/);nl"ffil::ncy

o'(fi.+ ) Kff,r),

D-3

Using Equation (41 in



where K(f,T) is defined in Equation (3).The white part gives '-.-\-

\-/

The flicker part gives

('o *

506'14 5061A Opt. 004

f) ::Arp t.*)7-1nw-2
(Eq. 5)

(Eq. 5)

-- fit^+T.1 *Te1:ar6l[eff]{m('*+}+"+

-.on 
rp 

- 
(ro + rd)'zm (rp=+ ra)

Tc TpT. \ tc I

q'.ld'r" (' .+)]

Typical values for A and B are

\-,

fi = 1 X 10-20 sec
g=2.88X10-26

1.28 x 10-22 sec

6.5 X 10-28

that at the end of beam tube life
typical non-controlled Iaboratory

s062c

1 X 10-20 sec

1.8 X ',10-25

and that for B is an estimate of what one
type of environment.

The value for A is

might expect for a
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APPENDIX E

DAILY PHASE VATUES AND TIME DIFFERENCES SERIES 4
U.S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY
wAsHtNcToN, D.C. 20390

DA I tY PtlAsE VALUES AND T ll'lE D I FFE PENCES SEn tEs tr

REFERENCES: (A) T IIIE SENVICE IIIFORf,nTION LETTSR OF 15 AUGUST I97'(B) Til.tE SERVIcE ANNoUUCEITENT, SEF.t[S 9, ]10. 36 (LORAN-C)
(C) DAItY PiIASE VALUES AllD TlllF. DIFFEREiICES, SEnIES rr, irO.589 (L0P.Alt-n)
(D) DATLY PIIASE VALUES AND Tll'lE nIFFERENCES, SERTES l, NO. 195 (TV)

Tl{E TABLE GIVES: UTC(USll0 t'lC) - TRAllslllTTl}lG STATI0N Ull lT = 0NF l'1 IiROSFCONB

'I.IEASURED BY USITIO TI}IE REFERENCE STATIONS ATIID OTilEN I1ONITOPING ACTIVITIES t'IHICH ARE
I'ITHIII GROUND I''AVE RANCE. T}IESE VALUES ARE CORRECTFD TO REFEN TO USNO IIASTEfI. CLOEK.

TICOI4PUTED FROI.I DIFFERENTIAL PHASE NATA PNOVIDTO EY US COAST GUARD STATIONS AilN OTIIFR
MONITORIIIG ACTIVITlES. T}IESE VALUFS ARE CONRECTED TO REFER TO USIIO I'IASTFR CLOCK.

L0P.All-Q* L0RAll-f,* L0RAH-C L0RAlt-C** L0tlFr.t-c** L0nAH-C9e70 b990 9et0 7s7a 7990 7930
IIORT}IIIEST CEIITRAL EAST COA.sT IIORI,'JEGIAN TIEDITERPANEAN IIOPTI"|

1l SFPTFilnFR 197s

1"10. bl+9

FREQUENCY
l(Hz ( uTc )

}tJ D
AUG. 27 b2651

28 tr265 2
2g [2655
30 t 2 65lr
5 I 42655

SEP. L t+2656
2 \2657
3 02658ll 82659
5 b2660

6 1126 61
7 t+2662
I \2f)6i
I &266b

10 [2665

FREQUENCY
KHZ ( UTC }

AUG . 27
28
2g
30
31

SEP, I
2
3
Ir

5

5
7
I
I

10

FREqUENCY
Kuz ( uTc )

I-IJ D

[2651
Ir2652
lr 265 3
h265 L
t+2t;-55

b2656
\2657
42658
h2659
Ir2660

l+3661
li266?
Ir2663
It266b
h2665

1 .1 2 .g

u.s.n.
100

1.81r
1.88
I .91
1 .91

-

2
F!AA

17.9
3 oA00+

209
249
2LA
zLB
20s
208
208

E-1

1.82 1.9

PACIFIC
100

1.L
1.0
L.2
L.3

1.5
I ,l+
1 .ll
1.5
1.6

1,.6
L.7
1.6
1.9
1,9

PACIFIC
100

.ro

..rrJ

2.9
2.9
2.9

SFA
t00

1.8
1.9
2.4
2.0

2.4
2.4
2.L
2.2
2.L

2,7
2.L
2.L
2.1
2.Q

1,00

1.J
t,2
L.'
1.4
1.5

1.6
1.6
1.6
1.7
t.7
1.6
L.5
1.6

100

1.6
1.6
1.5
1.ls
1.5

1.5
I.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

1.7
1.5
1.5

SEA ATLA}IT I C

\*. 3.L
,.?
3.3
3,2
3.3

LORAII-Q* LOF,AII-D
5330 hg30

}IONT}I lJEST COAST
PACIFIC U.S.A.

100 100

-l* .8 I .3
-4.7 9.5
-\.7 9.6
-11 .7
'4.7

-t} .7
-t+.7 10"1
-h.7 10.2
-4.7 10.tt
-4.7 10.5

-lt.7
-\.7-ur' 

ii:i11.tl

i. t+

OI,iETiA T GBR
L3.6 16.0

11r000+ 19r000+

6t+7 51G
6\7 5 16
647 515
6U7 5 15
6U7 515
6tr7 5 t tr
6b7 511

5.0 I.g'
,.4 l.g1
3.1 1 .90
,.L I .90
t.2 1.gg

1 .90
1.87
1.78
1.7e
L.75

1.6
1,5

675
ollEGA I'10 OtlEcA ltn ot,lFGA Nn

10.2 15.1 13.6
61000'+ 61000+ 6,000+

lll+3 hbll tlE5
tl ll3 bl+ll I, b5[h3 4bb bb5Irti3 lblt bb5t+\2 [l]3 &t]5

-:'-:'-:'

lrJtl
426s9
1r2660
b266r
tl2 6 62
1r2663
4266t1
112 6 65

lt
5
6
7

8

I
10

::

3 e tlAst{IilcToq, DCNt-K NFA trTTG **r
18.6 2\.0 cHAltf{EL 5

12,000 + 1 0, 000 + Fil t TTF n

586 SZA -1.b0
589(tl0TE r) g20 -1.ttg588 820 -!.52588 820 l,tlg
588 920 -1. tt5
568 820 -1.t15588 g2o -!.3'

\-
SEP.



DAI[Y P]IASE VALUES AND TlltE DIFFEnENCES SEP.IES ti, ll0. [[9 (CONTINLTED)

*TT CIIAN}IEL 5 (}ITTG} READINGS.
THE VALUES GIVEII REPNESENT ATI AVERAGE OF 30, I'IEASUREI'IENTS NURIIlG THE 3O SgCOIIN
ITITERVAL BEFOR.E I7H I()I"I b]S UT. IF THESE TOAS }IAPPEN TO FALL INTO,'\ NOTI-

SyilCHROillZED PRocRAt{, THE 50 T0AS REFoRE 161'1 101'l l}ts IIAVE FEEN USED. A THlPlt
I.IEASUREI'IENT, BEF0RE l6H 10tl l|5S lS ALSO AvAILABLE 0N REQUEST.

IIAT IONAL TELEV IS IOII IIFTVIOFIKS
NBC il8c cBs cBs AFC AEe

19:25:00 UT 19:11:00 UT 19;26:00 UT 19:12:00 UT 19:27:00 UT 19:J5:00 UT
I,IJ D

sEP. li 42659 Lr,981.8 6,959.3
5 h2660 3A,288 " o 23,265 .6
6 b2661 L3,227.7 61205.2
7 h666? 1t1,82h.9 7r81t1 .2
8 42663 12,t+7h.5 5'452,t
9 b266$ 28,7 81 .0 2l,7 58 .6

1"0 tr2665 LL1721.0 llr69E.lt

NOTES: (1} NLT. I SEP. AFTEN ININTEI{AIICE PENIOD STFP AROUT PLUS 
'

(2) NAVY STATIONS OFF-AIR TI'IES:
NDA 5 SEP. 0827 TO 0829 UT

6 SEP. 2015 10 20rt, ur
HAA 9 SEP. 175I TO 18O(l UT

IIEA IJAS U}ISTAEI.g I SEP. AEOUT 1820 TO T,8'O UT.
IIAAIS I,EEKLY I"IAINTEIIANcE PERIOD I.IAS OII B SEP. INSTFAD OF 5 SEP.

(]) OI'iECA STATION OFF-AIR TIIIE:
TRINIOAD ] SEP. O5'1 TO 0533 UT

(() (9930-Z) EAST COAST LONAN-C SLAVE DANA, IIIDIA}IA WAS UNSTANLE I SEP. (l1'O TO
0214 UT.

201701+.1 L3re'81.b 1r966.5
11597.3 29rglr1.3 18r266.7

19,856.2 L2,8r5.5 2\rggg.2
2,751 .b 291095.1+ 6r770,L

19,010 .7 11r 998 . C b33.0
1r905.6 28rzb7.6 16r735.0

19r165.3 11r1ll0.6 33,032,9

28rr10.7
tt ,ttl ll , I
t7,73t.2
,2,97 1 .1
26t799.!t

9 1710.11
26 ,010 . l+

\\

\-/

\-/'

(5) (9930-X, 7g3o-Z'
ilEbtFoullDLAil D HAS

5 SEP. 1030
6 sEP. 0958
7 SEP. 1200
8 SEP. 09116
I SEP. 1007

EAST COAST AIID IIONT}! ATLA.IIT IC LOR'\II-C SLAVE CAPE RACF,
OFF THE AIIIIUNSTT\FLE FOP. PERIOOS NETWEEII THE FOLLO}'ING TII'IES:
AND 1848 UT
AND L9Z3 UT
AND 1905 UT
AND 19 4 I. UT
AND 1937 UT.

(6) (99J0-y) EAST CoAST LoRAi-C STAVE il'NTUCKET ISLAND, ITASSACHUSFTTS r.rAS oFF THE
AIR 6 SEP. 1001 T0 1558 UT.

(7) (t 990-Y) CENTML PACIFIC LonAil-C SLAVE RURE, t'llDI/AY lSLAl.los tlAS/ lS SCHEITULSD
TO 8E OFF TIIS AIR 8 SEP. 1'OO UT TO 9 SEP. OIOO UT AND 12 SEP. 19OO UT TO
It sEP. 0100 uT.

(8) (7990-!t) T.|EDtTERRAHEAN SEA LoRAil-C IIASTER CATAITZAP.o (S|HERl CRtCHl ), rTALY r"rAS

SCHEDULED TO BE OFF TIIE AIN IO SEP. OTOO TO O9OO UT.

(9) (9970-il) ltoRTHllEST pACtFtC Lor?AN-C r,lASTEn ll'0.ilr.tA ts SCHEDUIED T0 BF oFF Tllr
ArP. 11 SEF. 2000 T0 2100 UT.

(10) (t1990-lt) CENTRAL pACtFtC IORAil-C ]IASTER.TOHNSTON ISLAI'ID lS SCHEDULFD T0 gE OFF
TilE Atn 12 SEP. 2100 ur r0 It sEP. 0100 ur.

(r1, (t990) CENTRAI PAClrlc toRAlt-c cllAlil ls SGHEFULED T0 nF AOVAileEn t.0
lrtcRosEcoNDs 20 sEP. AT 2000 uT.

(12) (0910) HEST CoAST U.S.A. ton il-D t' S tiicPEAqEB rf.r FREQUEHCY 8Y APPRoXtitATELY
2.5 PARTS IN IE}I TO THE I'IINUS TI'ELVE OH 10 SEP.
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APPENDIX F\-" DERTVATToN oF FRAciloNAt
FREQUENCY DEV|AT|ON EQUATTON

u

starting with the basic definition of frequency

f - l-
where: '

f - frequency, Hz

r - period, s

D iff erentiating:

df _ -r-2dr

df

from which we can, for smalt changes, write the approximation:

4l = _arIr
where

Af
?: tractional frequency deviation (dimensionless)

Ar : change in time accumulated over the measurement time, r.

,l(lso since time can be measured from an accumulation of phase of a reference oscillator:

ar=&
r$

where Ad : change in phase over the total accumulated phase, 4 , due to the reference
frequency.

Which leads to the final approximation

Af L,r Ld
-a 

: 

-E 

:fro

df dr
tr

F-1
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